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FOREWORD

(her two years ag,0, as a pact of a program for
edueational aeeountability the Nhelligan Department of
I.dueation began the lather lormidable task of develop-
ing pre-school through twelfth grade performance
obicenees I'm the t,tnotes subject matter areas, and as
Superintendent 01 Publie Instrution, it is %%ith a good

deal ul pleasure that I am able to report that the first
results of ow effortsin the area of 1110thCillatiLS -

are now aailable and ale ready to be distributed
throughout the state. 11e hope that tills document eon-
tanung a eomplete listing, of the obleeties will be a
eer> useful reterenee to educators eeerywhere to Midi-
wan, and we hope also that making these performance
objeetives ,o,ailable at the state 1,:ecl will help us to
gumantee that all boys and girls in Nhchigan, regardles:.
of where the> flee or what school the~ attend, will attain
at least a minimal level of competency in mathematics

foi without at least a minimal proficiency in

mathematics, opportunities con persons in today's

society are limited.
These performance objectives have been long in the

preparation. Defining minimum levels of compete!ney
is always an extremely difficult and time-eonsuming
task. The preparation of these sets of minimal eompe-
teneies has been a particularly lengthy process in this
Lam: because we have 111VOICd Iatge and represntative

groups of teachers and mathematics specialists through-
out the state in preparing and reviewing them. We be-
lieve that if objectives issued from the state level are to
have viability. this kind of massive involvement is

absolutely essential. Thus, since we began with this
task, these objectives have been considered by nu-
merous advisory groups and councils, local curriculum
committees, grade commissions, professional organiza-

lions, and various referent groups. We can say, there-
fore, that they do represent the eunsensual tuinkiag of
both mathematics educators and educators in general
throughout the state.

Perhaps it should be stressed again that these

objeeties are designed to represent minimal levels of
expectancies in mathematics. School districts will want
their students to move far beyond these minimums.

It surely would be appropriate for me, at this point,
to speak for the State Board of Education and thank
the people who have been involved in this effort. I

cannot possibly list all of those who have labored long
and hard with this document, but the efforts of all of
these people are greatly appreciated and the names
of the p..tople who have been mostly directly involved
have been listed in the appendix of this publication. I

do wish to extend our thanks to sct cral mathematics
groups that rendered the Department particularly
meritorious service, the Task Force for the Deerelop-
ment of Basic Nlathematies Objectives for the State of
Nfiehigan, the NI ichhon Council of Teachers of lath-
ematics, the Detroit Area Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. and the Greater Flint Council of Tench-
ois of Mathematie%. Also, I want to thank the two
IWINOlis 011 the Dtpat towot staff who Bate done most
to ot crset thus job, Bob Stem e%lio, though
net a inatIniliatks specialist, Mated as 0 plOLCNN per-
son in in igani/ilig the initial gioup, anti Dr Richard E.
\li mere the Department's math specialist who
joined the staff after the task was begun, and has had
the rszibiLity_far editing and eediting the com-
pletion of thic document.

John W. Porter
Superintendent

Public Instruction
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INTRODUCTION

Among the man) expectations communities hold for
formal education is that then LIU Mien gill de(elop
competencies in the held ()I mathematics. This desire
is ieflected to the Common Goals o) .1Inhigan Educa-
tion as a basic skill for each student. "the abilit) to

handle mathematical opeiations and concepts" ( from
Goa/ M. Student Learning). Such an Muhl) has be-
come thought of as absolute!) essential fo: participa-
tion in our society today. It is with this mandate in
mind that the Altona/ Perjorman«, Obteuit c,1 for

lathonati( y are offered here to the leacher aau pa-
trons of Nlichigan's elementary and seeon(lar schools

Implicit to the concept of equal educational oppor-
tunity is the existence of a fimndatioi program. a pro-
gi am which speaks to the man) areas of knowledge and
skills necessary for personal and collectke survival in
a technological age The performance objectives cited
b) this document are meant to he an integral part of
that foundation piogram The implication is strong
that all silltiCilh iu Michigan hate the right to acquire
the mathematical skills set forth here This. of course.
does not imph. that students will learn only these skills
and concept,. sine(' inan trill obtain inihler Con-
iclerabl in excess of the minimums established hen.:

but that all counesteis will he assured at least this

minimum foundation

Objectives con%iderd mm-graded

It should be obsened that the objectives for mat he
m atics represent a ( anamaon of progress rather than a
graded st quence !lent e these objectives lend them-
\el% es to an indi idualiied instructional program. It is

assumed that the learners will be at carious points of
this continuum. An objective is timely whenever the
learner gixes evidence of readiness. Thus, some objec-
Ikes can he introduced earlier of later than that time
«hich has tradititmallx been considered appropriate

Obiecir and dial:mom'

The objectives are designed to promote an active
learner The behaiois called lot b) the objectives ask
'he learner to manipulate the "teaching aids". rather
than looking at pictures or of eiing a demonstration
l'or an object or diagram to serve its full purpose. it
must be internaliied by the student to "see it" in his
mind's eye.

the objeuivel es-prow(' in three levcfi

I he fact that an objectoe is in a given organiiatiOnal
level does not mean that it belongs exclusive!) to that

level for instructional purposes. Some children in

grades K-3 can and should achieve a significant amount
of the material of the second and third level. Indeed,
instruction designed to treat only first level objectives
before grade /oar, and second level objectives before
grade set en would be an unfortunate distortion of the
concept of minimal objectites. Learning is an indi-
vidual, personal business.

The objectives are organized in strands and sequences

'I he objectives are organized in strands (for
example. whole number strand). Within a strand are
one or more sequences of objectives (for example,
addition or subtraction, and so on). These sets of
sequenced objectives should not be taught as units in
isolation from other sequences. In other words, the
addition sequence should not be taught in complete
isolation from its beginning to its end. Certain skills
in the addition and subtraction sequence should be
taught at the same time. The extent of "cross over"
from one sequence to another, or from one strand to
another should vary depending on the pattern of need
of the students and the nature: of the subject matter.
As a child progresses through school he proceeds
through certain strands and sequences simultaneously.
Each year he masters wine objectives in several strands.

The "'Examples and Comments" column

The Performance Objectives have one or more
examples of methods, techniques or models immediately
following each objective in the right hand column.
I he purposes served by these examples and comments
are:

- -They lend clarity to the objective
7 hey suggest teaching strategies

hey suggest sequences for teaching each objective
--r1 hey suggest specific learning aids to each objec-

tive

Revision of Performance Objectives

Although much effort has been put into this selection
and writing of these minutia! performance objectives
for mathematics, they will require revision and updat-
ing. I o suggest revisions, additions, and or deletions
to the performance objectives, all that is necessary is
for you to write your suggestions out in detail and send
them to the Nlinhematics Specialist. General Education
Services. Michigan Department of Education, P.O. Box
20. Lansing, MI 48902. Every suggested revision will
he considered by an editorial revision team.

ill/
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QUESTIONS

I. The Writing Team

1. How repreAentatite Ha. the writing team?

'There were thirty-three mathematics educators who
participated; twentv-nine were extensively involved.
Of those with continuous involvement, thirteen arc
teachers, nine are supervisors, two are administra-
tors and five are professors working in teacher
education. The teachers are equally divided among
elementary, junior high schools and senior high
schools, Twenty-three participants work contin-
uously in public schools and most of the professors
also have zu.signment which keep them in contin-
uous coquet with public schools. Geographically
the four corners and center of the lower peninsula
were represented. Size of districts varied from
Swartz ( 'tech sand Rises to Detroit.

2. ll'hi Has the wrirint: /cam no/ ( owposed so/e/v of
teta 'Aren't they (loser to trim is .going on?

To assure a smooth flow of objectives K-10, it was
necessary to include people who were familiar with
programs at several grades as well a:. those with a
strong understanding of program and achievement
of students at particular grades Accurate informa-
tion concerning student performance on specific
objectives was also desirable. !knee, we believe
that the mix of [cachets, supeRisors, professois and
administrators cowl ibutcd to a better set of objec-
tives.

II. The Mathematics Represented

I. Is this "Modern" Mathematics!

These objectives are associated with late deselop-
ments in mathematics education in its emphasis On
meaning and understanding. They place a strong
emphasis on the relationship between the physical
world and numbers They include topics such as
cquatitlis and probability which were not in tradi-
tional programs Since the objectics are basic, they
tend to leave out some of the abstractions w hich
have not been grasped by many students. These
abstractions would generally be included in a quality
program but experience seems to indicate that it is

unrealistic to expect all students to grasp them. In

this sense the objectives will appear less "modern"
than has been typical in recent programs.

2. 1)o these objectives describe a qualill proeram'

No They provide only a minimal program. Most
students should be expected to learn more than this.

1

iv

Most students should have experiences in mathe-
matics which go well beyond those suggested here.
In addition, the writing group was asked to set
"bench marks" which might he used in conjunction
with 4th, 7th, send 10th grade testing. These were
set to approximate the progress expected of slower
students and as such are not a good gauge for
approximating progress of students in a quality
program.

3. Do the objectives use "strange" mathematical term-
inology?

Iii order to assure that the .objectives can be read
and understood by a broad spectrum of parents
and teachers, there has been a deliberate attempt
to avoid specialized vocabulary. Occasionally, this
would lead to such an ineffective way of stating a
concept that we used special terms in spite of our
good intentions. Usually this has been true only
for objectives which would be used at or above the
junior high school level where teachers are spe-
cialists and should be able to interpret them to
parents.

Ill. The Objectives Themselves

I. How were thew chosen?

First of all, terminal objectives were selected on the
basis that they should be useful to an merage citi-
zen and secondly that they should be achinvable by
ninety percent of our students before they leave us.
Then developmental objectives were included if
they were ii: a strand of concepts which a student
would need to master in reaching the terminal
objective. It was very obvious as we worked
through the selection process that objectives which
are necessary for all will be insufficient for most.
The reader will be surprised by deletions, such as,
the division of fractions, two cases of work with per-
cent, sharply limited list of formulae, etc. This
surprise should tend to emphasize the repeated ref-
erence to minima/ vs quality programs,

2, 1110 are the objectives not lived ht wade level?

The group feels strongly supportive of the recent
moves to individualized and non-graded programs.
For a particular student it makes little sense to
assign an objective to a grade level. They fit rather
into developmental sequence% being mastered by
the student. Teachers should be guided by where
students are in their mathematical experiences
rather than by the grade they are in.

1



3. II by didn't Oil %lipid% valid% setamia/ objective.0
ll'hy me/tide the deve/opmetaa/ one% and AO Mink%
eXattlpleS?

There was general agreement that these objectives
would provide an opportunity to help K-S teachers
recognize good techniques and sequences as well
as recognizing high priority tasks. If we listed only
terminal objectives, there would be a tendency for
teachers in the early elementary grades to feel un-
affected when actually terminal objectives can be
achieved only if suitable do elopmental work is
done.

4. /hv good are these objectives?

That question can only be answered through use
and evaluation. It is assumed that they will be re-
examined periotlicaily. Time limitations on the
work of the team served as both advantage and dis-
advantage. We were forced to al riv e at choices but
the opportunity for cxtenske study was limited. Tht,
writing groups generally tend to feel positive about
the final product.

IV. Use of Objectives

I. It is said by many that preparing statewide objec-
tives will set mathematics teaching in Michigan hack
many Years, wasn't the writing group concerned
about this?

Yes, it was. and sonic did not participate because
of that fear. However, the majority of the partici-
pants probably felt that the focus on Preparing stu-
dents for college in recent years has tended to
ignore the students who needed a basic preparation
for enteling the work world. There was a fecline
that many students whose education terminated
with high school have not been prepared in mathe-
matics. mere was also a strong feeling that the
preparation of basic objectives by a representative
group. and basing tests on those objectives, is

V

superior to the manner in which the present assess-
ment program has operated. It was seen as a step
in the right direction. Whether or not it will be a
step in the right direction will depend upon the
wisdom with which the objectives are used.

Can a single set of objectives meet the needs of stu-
dents in all of Midligati schools?

We do not think so. However, at the minimal
(basic) level at which these objectives are written
the needs of students throughout Michigan arc prob-
ably quite similar. We believe it would be totally
impossible to write objectives for a "quality" pro-
gram that would fit all Michigan communities.

I Will all of these objectives be tested in the Mich-
igan Assessment Program? .

Probably not. Terminal objectives arc preceded by
many developmental objectives which arc not likely
to be tested. Some objectives would be costly and
difficult to test. Even among the terminal objectives
only a random sample could be tested at a single
setting.

4. Isn't there a danger that teachers will teach only
for these objectives? When combined with state
assessment, won't they push teachers to "teach the
Objectives"?

If an inexperienced teacher is handed these objec-
tives without further guidance as to how they fit
into the objectives of the local community. there is
a distinct danger that they will become the program
in that district. This will require districts to clarify
their own objectives in mathematics if they have
not already done so. Research tends to show that
teaching for specific objectives increases effective-
ness. The difficulty lies not in teaching for objec-
tives but in the scope of the objectives that are
selected.



USE AND PURPOSE OF THE

RECORD OF INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS iii MATHEMATICS

The Record of Individual Progress in Mathematics is a suggested for It for record-
ing the progress of the individual child. It is not intended necessarily to replace
other forms or other systems that schools have developed, but the form Is keyed
to the strands and sequences of this document and, as such, may be an appropriate
model.

It is suggested that a cumulative record of individual progress be maintained as
long as this child is in school. Its purpose is to facilitate instruction by providing
a map, so to speak, of what the child has accomplished and some indication of
the instruction that he has received.

The recording system suggested here should provide teachers, counselors and
parents with a clear and current summary of the student's progress in mathematics
from year to year.

Suggested Symbols:

nA circle drawn in the box to indicate that extensive instruction has been
given.

An Xis placed in the circle when, in the teacher's judgment, the student
has mastered the objective and is likely to be able to us it in the future.

To indicate the grade in which mastery was achieved.
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ARITHMETIC

I NUMBER-NUMERATION

The ability to say number names in sequence does not indicate that children
understand the concept of number. Number is an abstract idea. Many opportu-
nities to manipulate objects are needed by young children to interact creatively in
examining and organizing materials into logical relationships.

The NUMBER-NUMERATION Strand consists of two (2) Sequences:

a. Pee-Number Sequence

b. Numeration Sequence

The Pre-Number Sequence will form the basis for mathematics activities in pre-
school programs. All children must master the objectives in this foundation strand
of NUMBER-NUMERATION to insure continued success in mathematics.

During the pre-number stage. number readiness can be developed if each child
experiences sequences of:

(1) Classifying the materials according to attributes and identifying the materials
by name, by junction or by relationship, and

(2) Ordering the objects by various relationships and identifying the materials
by name, by function or by relationship.

The Numeration Sequence covers the structural aspect of the decimal number
system while its underlying number theory pervades the entire scope and sequence

of arithmetic. Before introducing written symbols. many relationships basic to
numbers must be experienced by each child. Sets are studied to give visual reality
to number value and to allow concrete demonstrations of arithmetic operations.
By matching sets, the child learns the relationships of "greater than", "less than",
and "equal to".

1



K-3 ARITHMETIC I Number-Numeration A. Pre-Number

PlittkrIt\IA,NCE OW EC I IVES

CLASSIFICATIONMATCHING

I. Given a set of three to five objects, two of which arc
alike, the learner will pick up two that are alike.

Given a set of three to five objects, all but one of which
are alike, the learner will pick op the different one.

CLASSIFICATIONSORTING

3. Using two kinds of objects in a large set, the learner will
sort the objects into two sets according to characteltsties.

CLASSIFICATIONATTRIBUTES

ColorShapeSize

4. Given a set of objects. the learner will pick up or point
to those objects which are the same color.

5. Given a set of objects, the learner will pick up or point
to those objects which are the same shape.

6. Given a set of objects, the learner will pick up or point
to those objects which are the same size.

7. Giver, a set of objects of assorted colors, the learner,
when shown an object of a specific color, will pick an
object which is the same color from his set.

K. Given a set of two or more (a) circle (b) triangle (c)
square or rectangle shaped objects and shown an object
of one of iho, specific shapes, the learner will pick up
an object which is the same shape..

CLASSIFICA1 IONPOSITION

9. Given an object. the learner will hold it up and put it
down as requested.

10. Given an object, the learner will place it in the following
positionsover and under; in front of and in back of
in relation to a table or box as requested.

CLASSIFICATIONSIZE

I I. Given two objects, the learner will pick up the one that
is bigger or smaller as requested.

CLASSIFICATIONQUANTITY

12. Given two sets of identical objects, one with many
members and one with very few members, the learner
will place the set having more in a box.

2

EX, MPI Iti AND COMMEN'IS

LI

rr-------1::.
crayons ball and block

o o cf) ciP

Fxamples. I. elbow and shell macaroni
2. bottle tops and checker;

I:samples: I. Red !yawns
2. Blue buttons

Examples: I. Balls
2. Attribute blocks _

Examples: I. Large beads
2. Small beads

readier snows a red ball. the child picks red crayon from
his set of crayons.

(a) ball
(b; triangular!) folded paper ha!
(e! box or book

Up above his head
Dawn on the floor

Big mill. Small doll

two suing% of beadsor
two sets of picks.



I Number-Numeration A. Pre-Number
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ARITHMETIC K-3

PERFORMANCE OW 1:CFI v FS

CLASSIFICATION TEXTURE

13. Given an object, (a) smooth (b) rough (c) soft (d)
hard, the learner, choosing'from his own set of objects,
will select an object that is of the same texture of the
given one.

CLASSIFICATIONPATTERNS

14. Given a pattern using two objects different in color, the
learner will duplicate the pattern selecting from a set of
cubical beads.

15. Given a pattern using two objects different in shape, the
learner will duplicate the pattern selecting from a set of
beads.

ORDERING

1(1. Given a set of three clear plastic drinking glasses. one
filled with sand; one empty; and one half filled with
sand, the learner will arrange the glasses from "full to
empty."

COUNTING

17. Given the dirctions "count to five", the learner will say
the names of the numbers one through five in the proper
order.

CLASSIFICATIONMONEY

18. Given a set of three coins g:ontaining a penny, a nickel
and a dime, the learner will pick up and name each one.

CLASSIFICATIONATTRIBUTES

19. Given a set of ten objects varying in color and shape, the
learner will pick out objectives having specific combina-
tions of the t \vo attributes.

20. Given a set of ten objects of varying shapes and textures,
the karner will pick out objects having specific combi-
nations of two attributes.

CLASSIFICATIONPATTERNS

21. Given a series of three to five objects arranged in a
pattern by color and or shape, the learner will duplicate
the pattern.

EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

(a) plastic
(b) sandpaper
(c) canon batting, velvet
Id) rock, floor

blue bead red bead

I he "full to empty" can apply either to the sand or the air
Clear glasses are specified because the children must he
able to sec through the containers. The plastic glass
material is suggested as a safety factor to prevent the injury
from broken tumblers

sand

ti
,

OR

E] 0
I his rote counting indicates on/v that the child can say
the number words in the accepted order, not that he under-
stands what a number is!

Given. Colors. red, yellow, blue
Shapes. squares, circles, triangle!.
Possible Combinations:

red circle shape, blue triangle shape, yellow
square shape. etc.

Given. Shapes. squares, circles, triangles
Textures. rough (sandpaper)

smooth (velvet)
Possible Combinations:

rough triangle shape, smooth circle shape. etc

red blue red green blue

3
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PERPORSIANCI. OIUI ('t DM'S

22. Given one series of three objects arranged in a pattern
by color and,'or shape and the first Object of the second
series, the learner will complete the second pattern
series.

ORDERING

23. Given a collection of children of varying heights, the
learner will choose the tallest or shortest child.

24. Given a collection of five objects of varying lengths, the
learner will pick up the longest or the shortest as

requested.

CLASSIFICATIONATTRIBUTES

POSITION

25. Given a small object such as a block, the learner will
place the object inside a box.

26. (liven a small object such as a block, the learner will
place the object outside a box.

27. Given a small object such as a chalkboard eraser, the
learner will place the object on a table or a shelf.

28. Given a small object such as a chalkboard eraser, the
learner will take the object off the table or shelf.

ORDERING

29. Given a set of five pictures of objects of various heights,
the learner will arrange the pictures so that the objects
are ordered from shortest to tallest.

30. Given a set of five pictures of objects of various sizes,
the learner will arrange the pictures so that the objects
are ordered from smallest to largest.

31. Given two objects of decidedly different weights, the
learner will lift the objects and hand to the teacher the
one that is heavier or the one that is lighter as requested.

NUMBER MEANING

32. Given a collection of from one to nine small objects and
a length of string or yarn, the learner will place all the
objects inside the closed curve formed by the yarn.

4

1'NA:A PI I'S AND COMNIFN IS

Given:

0 A 111

(L

1

straws

r

(different sizes)

O
same typo of material
(wood)

6r1,A 0;

same size container

Afp

different material
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33. Given a collection of frOm one to nine small objects and
a length of yarn or string, the learner will place some
of the objects inside the closed curve formed by the
string.

COUNTING

34. Given the directions "count to ten", the learner will
recite the number names from one through ten in the
usual order.

NUMBER MEANING

35. Given :t set formed by the learner from objects found
in the classroom, the learner will describe the charac-
teristic(s) (attributes of the set) such as: color and
shape.

36. Given an oral description of a set and a collection of
objects, some of which belong to the set and some of
which do not, the learner will pick up the objects that
are members of the given set.

37. Given two sets. one set with one to three members and
the other with eight to ten members, the learner, using
only visual inspection, will place his hand on the set with
more members.

38. Given two equivalent sets of small objects (2 to 5 mem-
bers), the learner will demonstrate a one-to-one match-
ing by physically associating the objects of one set with
the objects of the second set.

CLASSIFICATIONATTRIBUTES

POSITION

39. Given five small toys. the learner will form a single line
parade and then indicate the first toy and the last one.

EXAM P1 I.S AND COMNIFN IS

oa

hls Wit k.ot.nting indik..ites only that the k.hild 4...in so the
number %surds in the accepted order. not that he understands
what a number is.

Color and shape

I. Red triangle shapes
or

2. Things in my desk

Set: My writing tools
Given.

pencil

AO
paper pin cushion

000
000

Child moves objects

AO
A

A Do 8
Set S sc,

Toy soldiers
Toy cars
Any assortment of little toy animals

First Last

5
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NUMBER MEANING

I. Given pictures. of t.o sets, each having two to five
members, the learner will pair the members of one set
with the membets of the Other set by drawing lines and
then will state whether or not the sets are equivalent,

2. Given sets having one to five small objects as members.
the learner will point to the sets that have the same
number of objects.

3. Giver; two sets consisting of different numbers (2-5) of
objects, the learner will place a leagth of yarn around
the set with more members.

4. Given two sets consisting of different numbers (2-5) of
object, the learner will place a length f yarn around
the set with fewer members.

5. Given pictures of sets, the learner will pick out pairs of
sets whose members cannot be juatched one-to-one
(non-equivalent ) ; and then tell which set has more
members.

6. Given pictures of sets, the learner will pick out pairs of
sets whose members cannot be matched one-to-one
(non-equivalent); and then tell which has fewer mem-
bers.

7. Given a set with less than ten objects the learner will
make an equivalent set by using actual objects and then
will draw a picture of the set.

8, Given a set of small objects, the learner (using his own
collection of objects) will form another set that was
exactly one more object than the original set.

6

EXAMPLIti AND COSI\1hNIS

0 0
0 0
0 0

00 00 OA A

NIORE

Original Set:

OA,

0 IA0
0

A 0...!
L.\

0
00

1°01 IA Ed;
nonequivalent sets

FEWER

non-equivalent sets

New Set:
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9. Given a set of small objects, the learner will draw a set
with exactly one more object than the original set.

Original Set:

O
o

New Set:

00
10. Given a set of small objects, the learner using his own I Original Set: New Set:

collection of objects. will make a set with one fewer
object than the original set.

11. Given a set of small objects, the learner will draw a pic-
ture of a set with exactly one fewer object than the
original set.

/-..) 0LI,Dim
V

Original Set:

OL
I;=I

ORDERING

12. Given two sequentially ordered sets of objects, one of Given:
which has one more or one less than the other, the
learner will form the set that comes next in order.

13. Given pictures of any three sets having from one to five
members, the learner will arrange the pictures in sequen-
tial order, fewest to most.

14. Given any three consecutive sets of objects consisting
of one to five members, the learner will place a string
around the set that has the mom members.

IS. Given any three consecutive sets of objects consisting
of one to five members the learner will place a string
or yarn around the set that has the f eWesi members.

16. Given any three consecutive sets of objects consisting
of one to five members, the levrner will place a loop
of yarn around the set that is betweenthe other two in
the sequence.

17. Given cut out moures of any three sets (from one to
five members), the learner will place the pictures of
the sets in order, from that set with the fewest members

to that set with the most members; then he will order the
set pictures from most to fewest.

18. Given five sets of objects consisting of one, two, three,
and five members, the learner will place the sets in
sequential order from the set with the fewest members
to the set with the most members.

00

This is a pre-skill for the number line.

I

New Set:

LO

Result:

DO
D D

7
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19. Given pictures of sets consisting Of one to five members,
the learner will place the pictures in sequential order
from the set with the fewest members to the set with the
most members.

20. Given to cards I through 5 and five sets of objects
consisting of one, two, three, four and five members. the
learner will place the sets in sequential order from the
set with the fewest to the set with the most and then
will place the numeral cards in front of the set having
the number of members named by the numeral.

NUMBER MEANING

21. Given a set of numeral cards. I through 5 and the oral
request for one of the numbers. the learner will pick out
the proper numeral card.

COUNTING

22. Given a set of numeral cards. I through 5 and the re-
quest to "count to 5" the learner will pick out the
proper numeral card as he says the numbers in sequen-
tial order.

23. Given a set of objects with 1-9 members, the learner will
count the members of the set and state the cardinal num-
ber of that set.

ORDERING

24. Given pictures of sets from 1-9 in random order, the
learner will arrange the sets in sequential order.

NUMBER MEANING

25. Given a collection of small objects and a loop of yarn,
the learner will illustrate the empty set, and then draw
or give an oral example, as requested.

26. Given a loop of yarn containing no members (empty
set) and felt or sandpaper numerals (0-9) the learner
will pick out the numeral for the cardinal number of
the set and will say the number name.

27. Given pictures of sets with 0-9 objects and number
cards from 0-9 (using felt numerals, sandpaper nu-
merals), the learner will match the right numeral with
the picture of the set having the same of members.

28. Given several sets of 0-9 objects with duplicates or
triplicates of certain sets the learner will place loops
of the same color yarn around the sets that have the
same cardinal ntunbcr.

8

EXAN11.1.1:ti AND COMNIFti 1 S

1
o o

Request: Three

Response. Learner picks up in

I

0 0
0 0

I xainple. The set of pink elephants in the classroom.

I

1
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MEANINGFUL COUNTING

29. Given dot pattern cards shoving sets of 0-l0 dots, the
learner will count while pointing to the appropriate
card.

FXA NOTES ANI, COMNII.ti I S

I Naniph., l'he ail,' point, to the blank used and says
"fero" and then points to the cant with one dot
and says "One

CLASSIFICATIONATTRIBUTES

30 Given an assorted set of ten objet is of t%%o to fi'.e Lolors Go.cn. Red, yelloi, and bloc turn piest., of papt.t in thc set.
or two to five different shapes, the learner will arrange

0 0or shapes.
the objects into subsets according to the various colors Result :

Red Blue Yellow
Pieces Pieces Pieces

NUMBER MEANING

31. Given a set of 2 to 8 objects, the learner from his own
group of objects will construct a set having more mem-
bers than the original set.

Given:

Result:

00
AO
001=DA=

32. Given a set of 2 to 8 objects, the learner from his Own Given: 0A00
group of objects will construct a set having fewer mem-
bers than the original set.

Result: 00

33. Given two written numerals, 9 or less, the learner will Given: 9

point to the number which is gremcf in value than, the
other.

Ei

Request: Which number is greater than the other?

34. Given two written numerals, 9 or less, the learner will Given:
will point to the number which is less in value than the
other.

CLASSIFICATIONATTR1BUTES

35. Given a book, the learner will place this book beside
another book.

36. Given a sheet of paper, the learner, facing the paper,
will point :o the left or right side of the paper, on
request.

Child points to

ei El

m

Request: Which number is less than the other?

Child points to

Left

OR

El

Right

9
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NUMBER MEANING

37. Given small blocks and a long line marked off in con-
gruent segments each at least 3 inches long, the learner
will construct the sets with from zero to ten members
and will place the sets in order on the line.

38. Given small blocks and a long line marked off in con-
gruent segments each at least 3 inches long, the learner
will construct the sets with from one to ten members in
increasing order on the line and will say, on request, the
numbers represented by the sets.

39. Given a line marked with congruent segments and
labeled from 0-10 the learner will touch any point, and
say the number indicating that position on the number
line.

40. Given a line marked with congruent segments and a
set of numeral cards (0-10), the learner will place the
appropriate numeral card below the i.ppropriate point
on the number line.

ORDERING

41. Given a line of five children, the learner will say the
ordinal number for each "lid a' he taps each child on
the shoulder.

42. Given two ordinal numbers orally and a line of five
children, the learner will touch the children who are in
the positions named by the two ordinal numbers.

EXAMPLES AND COND.! Els: IS

00
41 0

CI 0

I 2 3 4 5 6 7

ffl El 6

NUMBER MEANING

43. Given any three numbers. 0-10, the learner will tell Given: 8. 3, 5
which is the greatest and which is the least, on request. Res l,. 8 is the greatest or 3 is the least.

ORDERING

44. Given two consecutive even or odd numbers 0-9, the
learner will name the number that comes between the
two given numbers.

45. Given a number from 1 to 8. the learner will name and
write the numbers that come before and after the given
number.

10

Step I Step 2

Given: _ , 7.. Response: 6, 7, $

I
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PER PORMANCE OW EC I IVES

NUMBER MEANING

46. Given two sets of small objects, each with less than six
members, the learner will name the number associated
with each set, then move the objects into a single set
and say the number for the newly formed set.

47 Given a set of small objects with nine or fewer mem-
bers, the learner will say the number for the given
set, then form two subsets and say the number for each
of the subsets.

48. Given numeral cards, 0-9, and two sets of objects, each
having four or fewer members the learner will (1)
place the appropriate numeral cards beside each set.
(2) move the sets together forming a new set, (3)
name the new set with a numeral card, then (4) parti-
tion the new set into a pair of subsets and (5) associate
with the pair of subsets.

49. Given a set of nine or fewer small ()Nem the learner
will separate the given s.:t into all possible pairs of sub-
sets, say the number for each suhcet and then write the
number for each subset.

EXAMPLES AND CONINII.N 1 S

Own. Result:

OA 0
0 AO
Three" "Four"

Given: Results:

00nn
AOUU

"Six"

Given Lij

0
Step 1

oo .
De)kb,

"Seven"

0c=
"Two" "Four"'

fl
cm

0E10
A c=

El
Step 2-3

00=
OA c>11

Result: (one possibility)

A c=
0E30 t=t).=

a

w

A0
0

U

El

Result.

9

00 AO
O a
0 A OD

A 0o 5

11
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NUMBER, MEANING

50. Given a set of ten assorted objects, the learner will say
the word "ten", while holding the collection in his hand
and when he is asked "how many numbers in this set."

51. Given a set of 12 to 15 small objects, the learner will
pick out ten objects on request.

52. Given ten identical °Neer\ spaced out on a table, the
learner will collect the set of ten, fasten them together,
and indicate that he has one ten and no ones.

53. Given a set of number word cards for zero through ten
and a set, of numeral cards for 0 through 10, the learner
will say the number word, while matching the written
number work with its numeral

54. Given twenty, thirty, forty, up to ninety objects. the
learner will form sets of ten and group and label sets
of ten as 2 tens, 3 tens, 4 tens, . . . 9 tens.

COUNTING

55. Given 10 bundles with ten straws in each bundle, the
learner wiil count by 10's to 100, saying the number
word ....tilt: placing additional bundles of ten on the
desk.

56. Given cards with the numerals 10, 20, 30. . . 100,
the learner will count by 10's to 100 saying the asso-
ciated number word while picking up the proper num-
ber card.

57. Given the spoken words 10. 20, 30, . . 100 in sc-
quential order, the learner will write the given numerals.

NUMBER MEANiNG

58. Given 100 identical objects, the learner will make 10
bundles, each containing 10 object.:, on rwleSt.

59. Given a set of no more than ninety objects grouped by
tens, the learner can 'say and %%rite the numeral repre-
sented.

12

1:NANI pi Fs ANI) commi:N s

Stians, lollipops, sticks, beads. spoons

Si ra%% s. lollipops. sticks, beads, spoons.

3)

--- tens

2)

h i.hdd has isko sets of colored numerals

Envelopes: cards is

Envelopes: cards ions two' Ithreci . . ten

10

Straws. lollipops. sticks. tends, spoons

ones

Response: "fifty" (oral)
(written)
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ARITHMETIC K3

I
P11101)12.NIANCE, OW ECI EVIN I EXAMPLI:ti AND CONINIIN I S

60. Given a numeral from the set 10, 20, . . . 90 and a Given 30

supply of objects, the learner will form a set represent-
ing the given number. Response:

COUNTING

61. Given orally any one of the following: 20, 30. 40, Given: 30
, . . 90, the learner will say the counting sequence of
the following nine numbers. Result: 31, 32, 33, 34. 35, 36, 37, 3%. 39

NUMBER MEANING

62. Given any number from the set 10, 11. 12, . . ., 99
and a supply of counters, the learner will represent the
number with the counters.

63. Given any number of objects greater than twenty and
less than one hundred, the learner will form the objects
into "tens" and "ones" and will label the results as
AI

. . . . tens" and " ones".

64. Given a set of tens and ones representing a number less
than 100, the learner will say and write the numeral.

ORDERING

65. Given a set of sequentially ordered whole numbers
within a decade less than 100. such as 31.32, . . ., 40,
printed on numeral cards the learner will pick out the
number that comes immediately before or after a given
number, as requested.

NUMBER MEANINGEXPANDED NOTATION

66. Given a two-digit numeral, the learner will be able to
write it in expanded notation in two ways: as so :.:any
tens and ,,o many ones. or as .. , . 1- ...., representing
the value of the tens place plus the value of the ones
place.

67. Given two 2 digit numbers the learner will tell which
number is treater and which number is Ic,.

MONEY

68. Given a set of dimes, one to nine, the learner will state
the value.

69. Given two containers. one with pennies and one with
dimes, the learner, when requested, will take out enough
pennies and exchange the pennies for a dime.

Ilse straws, spoons. beads, paper strips, pegs. tongue
depressors, toothpicks.

G.scn, 3f.

Response: 3 tens an 5 ones

OR

30 4 5

Given: 43 72

Student response: "43 is less"

"72 is more"

13
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PERFORMANCE. 0111PC I IVES

70. Given a set of dimes and pennies valued between 11 and
99 cents (from one dime, one penny to 9 dimes, 9
pennies), the learner will state the value.

71. Given dimes and a dollar, the learner will pick up
enough dimes to exchange for one dollar. Response pia up ten dunes to t Whinge for one dollar.

XAMPI Pti ANt) t ONINIPN IS

Given I dime. I penny

Response. I le

Olsen: S dimes. 2 pennies

Response: 524

Given: 7 dimes, 9 pennies

Response: 79c'

Given. dimes and One dollar

72. Given a three-digit number, the iearnct will arrange
counters grouped to represent the hundreds, tens and
ones, of the numeral.

NUMBER MEANINGABACUS

73. Given an PilaCUS, the learner will use counters on the
right hand spindle to represent any one-digit numeral
(1-9).

74. Given an abacus, the learner will use one counter on the
tens spindle plus 0-9 on the ones spindle to represent
numbers 10-19.

75. Given an abacus the learner will move counters on the
tens and ones spindle to illustrate counting through any
two decades, i.e, 37 to 52.

76. Given an abacus, the learner will move counters on
the hundreds, tens, and ones spindle to illustrate any
three digit numeral dictated to him orally or in writing.

14

12

etc.

37

40

52

"Show 324 on the abacus"
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EQUIVALENT SETS

77. Given 2 to 5 sets each with the same number of objects.
the learner will join the sets and write the number that
names the new set.

ORDERING

78, Given a hundred chart with the first Rent) numbers
and multiples of 10, the learner will write in any portion
of the chart as indicated by the teacher.

i 1 I

ARITHMETIC K-3

1,NANIPI 1.5 A5.1) ( 057511 .1 5

t'se it:pi:met! addition

VV Vvy Vv V
7.7 VV.
v

:t 1 3 ! 3 i 3 12

Arrange in lows and columns (array)

AA:NA
A:A:A:A
AiAIA!A

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 H 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1111

20

30

40

50 MOM
60 WINN
10 II MINI
80

90

leach subset
has 3 members

Use chart
having 10
by 10 grid

(100 chart)

Need to
charts

Used in this way the attention is drawn to the pattern of
counting and place-value.

NUMBER MEANINGEXPANDED NOTATION

79. Given any 3-digit numeral, the learner will write ex- 241 2 bundled., 4 tens 1 ones

paneled notation. in tit h> using place value words and 200 40 i 3

then by using numerals.

ORDERING

80. Given a random list of 2-digit numerals. the learner will
arrange them in ascending order,

81. Given a random list of 2 and 3 digit numerals. the
learner will arrange them in ascending order.

NUMBER MEANING--COMPARISON

82. Given two 3-digit numerals which have the same digits
but in different positions, the learner will compare
them to determine which is greater, which is less.

(ioen
76. 42, 96, 14. 25

Result:
25, 34, 42. 76, 96

Coen
121, 47. 91. 796, 11

Result:
11, 47, 91. 121. 796

(11%en, 297 or 792

614 or 164

15
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ITR FORMANCI. 01111.c I IVI's

ARRAYS

83. Given equivalent sets, the learner will form arrays by
arranging the members into rows and columns and will
then determine the cardinal number of the array.

ORDERING

84. Given a counting sequence of two to four numbers the
learner will tell and write the next number in the

sequence.

NUMBER MEANING

85. Given the counting numbers 1-10 the learner will indi-
cate those that are multiples of 2.

86. Given a set of objects, the learner will make another set
that will have twice as many objects.

2. 4.

4, 8,

5

6,

12.

liXAMPIHS AND co/A:Ali:4n x

4

4

4

4

+ 4

--4
0000
0000
0000
00000000

4 5 + 5 1

8. 5.

_ .

5 --=' 20

10, 15, ___. .

1 2 3 4 5

t-
1

il
\

I)
..

i

I.
01

0),

Given:

Resr)or..se:

I

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

87. Given any 4-digit number, the learner will give the
number that is 100 or 10(X) more or less than it is with-
out using formal addition or subtraction,

88. Given a written Arabic numeral, the learner will read
the number aloud.

h9. Given a number orally, the learner will write the Arabic
numeral.

16

1

Given: 4823

Response. I0() more is 4923
100 less is 4723

1000 more is 5823
1000 less is 3823

Child sees: 7192

His oral response is "seven thousand one
hundred nincty.two."

The: teacher says. "Six thousand four hundred seventy.two
The child writes: 6472



I Number-Numeration B. Numeration ARITHMETIC 4-6

PI 1(101tNIAN( 1 011.11 ( 1111.N

NUMBER MEANING

90. Given any 4-digit numeral, the learner will write ex-
panded notation, first by using place value words and
then by using numerals.

91. Given any numeral from 100 to 9999999 the learner
will locate and separate the !xyriods with commas.

92. The learner will be able to express in Roman Num-
erals any numeral from 1-2!..

1XAN1P1 1S AND ( ONINIFN I1

7192 7 tousand, I hundredi i 1

9 tens 2 ont
7000 100 1- 90 + 2

Gi%en 654321 1032

Response 654,321 1,032

(11% en 23 Response, XXIII

17
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ARITHMETIC

II WHOLE NUMBERS

The WHOLE NUMBER Strand consists of four (4) separate Sequences:

A. Addition Sequence

B. Subtraction Sequence

C. Multiplication Sequence

D. Division Sequence

The importance and relevance of the skills in the above listed Sequences is
common knowledge to all. Each skill included in each of these Sequences was
carefully chosen. Skills that could distract, confuse or hamper the progress of the
learner were omitted.

Any learner having difficulty with any of the Whole Number Computation skills
could follow the appropriate Sequence, starting at the point where he fails to be
successful, and continue at his own rate through the skills until he masters the
particular skill area.

When drill is used to strengthen computation skills, it must be used only after
understanding has been achieved. All drill must be appropriately timed and suited
to the individual needs of each learner. Amount and duration of all drill and prac-
tice should be carefully planned to insure its usefulness. Without an understanding
of the basic ideas and armed only with rote learning, the child has all avenues to
success closed if memory fails.

18
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II Whole Numbers A. Addition ARITHMETIC K-3

ITRiORNIANCE 01111( I IVI'N

ADDITIONMEANING

I. Given two distinct (disjoint) sets of objects (totaling
no more than 10 member) ). the learner will push the
objects together and tell how many members are in the
union of the sets.

ADDITIONBASIC FACTS

Given two distinct (disjoint) sets of objects totaling no
more than 10 members, the learner will mentally form
the union of the sets, and then orally and in writing tell
the number sentence derived from that union.

3. Given addition number sentences in horizontal form
with sums missing (up through 10), the learner will
write the missing sums in the number sentences, with
or without the aid of the counters.

ADDITIONMEANING

4. (I've() two distinct (disjoint) sets of concrete objects
(totaling no more than 18 members), the learner will
push the objects together and tell how many members
are in the union of the sets.

5. Given two sets of pictures, felt objects, and so on,
totaling no more than 18 members, the learner will
mentally form the union of the sets, and then orally and
in writing tell the number sentence derived from that
union.

ADDITIONBASIC FACTS

6. Given addition number sentences with sums missing
(sums through 18), the learner will write the missing
sums in the number Nenteue%, with or without the aid
of the counters.

AND ( ON1Ntrti:S

"FOUR"

"(our plus two

1

5 I 4

2

equals six"

6

"six things and seven things :qt. thirteen things"

000 0000000 000
Ci 11000Digo

"six plus seven equals thirteen"

6 f 7 w

or#1 o 613E-=>

a;

III

c)

8

8

IS

8

4

7

(2

21

10

7

4to

rEsj

5)

5

7 1 8

19
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ADDITION -- VOCABULARY

7. Given an addition exercise with the answer. the learner
will tell which number is the "sum".

8. Given addition facts written in either vertical or hor-
izontal form, the learner will write the missing sums,
with or without the use of aids.

ADDITION ALGORITHMNO REGROUPING

9. Given an addition exercise involving a two digit num-
ber plus a one digit number requiring no regrouping
(carrying), the learner will demonstrate the process of
addition using objects.

10. Given addition exercises involv.ing a two digit number
plus a one digit number requiring no regrouping (carry-
ing), the learner will find the sums with or without the
vse of aids,

20

IXAMPI AN! ( ()?I 11 r4 I s

2 I 3

"Three k the MM."

5 7

t7
12

21

3

lit

21

1 3

24

IE

Linwth
DUO

TH;Ifi
11,

000

Step I

Step II
Combine Objects
and count them

Step III
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11. Given an addition exercise involving a two digit number
plus a two digit number requiring no regrouping (carry-
ing). the learner will demonstrate the process of addi-
tion using objects.

ADDITION ALGORITHMNO REGROUPING

12. Given addition exercises involving multiples of 10. the
learner will write the sums.

13. Given addition problems involving a two digit number
plus a :wo digit number requiring no regrouping (carry-
ing), the learner will find the sums with or without the
use of aids.

ADDITIONPROBLEM SOLVING

14. Given addition word problems read by the teacher in-
volving sums to 10, the learner will find the answer.

1XAMPLI,S AN!) ( 01'4:A1.N I S

Sler
23 l

56

: :

23

Step II
Combine the ones

Add the ones
column and write
the sum:

56
l23

9

Step in

Combine the tens
Add the tens column
and write the sum,

56
I 23

79

e 1 ,

2 ones 4 ones 6 2 4 6

2 tens t 4 tens 6 tens: 20 40 60

46 46 -I- 32 E
+32

I. John has five pieces of candy and Mar: has three pieces
of candy. flow many pieces of candy do the children
have together?

21



4.6 ARITHMETIC II Whole Numbers A. Addition

K-3
BENCH MARK -

4-6

l'El(FORMArCE el IVES

ADDITION ALGORITHMWITH REGROUPING

15. Given an addition exercise involving a Iwo digii num-
ber plus a one (URI./ number requiring regrouping (carry-
ing), the learner will demonstrate the regrouping proc-
ess in addition using objects.

16. Given addition exercises inuring a tau digit number
plus a one digit number requiring regrouping (carry-
ing), the learner will find the sums, with or without
the aid of counters.

22

47
8

Techniques:

Renaming:

EXAMI'I ES AND ( ON1111:N IS

._11.1111-1-1
HUNDREDS I TENS ONES :11

Child makes 4 bundles of 10, places the bundles
in the tens pockets, and puts 7 singles in the
ones pocket.

[HUNDREDS .1 TENS 1 ONES
1111

lie adds 8 items to the ones pocket, then re-
groups the 15 ones into one bundle of 10 and
5 ones.

47 40 7
+ 8 .- 8

40 + 15

Partial Sums: 47 Short Form:
1' 8

15 47
40 1 8

SS 55

Use Stern Mocks, or Dienes Multi Base Blocks, and so on.

I. Any of the following tet.linititiLs .ore ast.eptable as a
final form.

59
1 9

Renaming Partial Stuns

50 1- 9
9

68

59
-I- 9

18
50

68

50 18

Short Form
59

9

68
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I7. Given an addition exeleise involving nit! 2-dagit num-
bers requiring regrouping (carrying). the learner will
demonstrate the regrouping process in addition using
aids.

18. Given cohenut addition exerthe, involving three single
digit addends, the learner will find the sums, with or
without the aid of counters.

19. Given column addition exercises involving three, one-
or two-digit addend.% with or without regrouping (re-
naming). the learner will find the sums, with or without
the aid of i.oanters.

ADDITIONPROBLEM SOLVING

20. Given addition word problems read by the teacher in-
volving vuntv to 18, the learner will tell which opera-
tion to use, write an appropriate number sentence
either vertically or horizontally and find the ani.wer.

ADDITION ALGORITHM

21. Oven addition exercises involving multiples of 100 (less
than 1.0(X)), the learner will write the sums.

Given addition exercises involving a three digit number
plus a one. two or three digit addends. with or without
regrouping (carrying), the learner will write the sums,
using any technique.

ESTIMATION

23. Given an addition exercise involving two digit addends.
the learner will estimate the answer by rounding the
addends to the closest multiple of ten.

Fs AND s

I Si, owns and to.hniques used in 9, 10, aml 15,

5

3 1.x: mples on numberlines:
1 4

9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1--1 1 1 1-1

(2 1- 3) 4

5 + 4

86 23-, 98

24
1> 47;

1 t2
',

+ 1 32

1 II 82 145

2 Susan had 8 cents in her bank and 7 cents in her purse,
Doss much money does she have?

Student response: You would ADD,"

8 I 7 OR: 8

2 hundreds plus S hundred, equals 7 hundreds

200 + 500 701)

421
f

658
1 4

F21

658 --- 601) + 50 1 8
1 4 4

600 + SO 1 t2

Yep 1 Find the multiple of 10 that Is closest to the
gown number.

.11 0 10 20 10 40 50 60
28 1 + f 1., I

28 43

"28 is closest to 30, and 41 is closest to 40,"

Step 2' 43 40
2c1 30

70 (approximately)

23
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PHRFORMANCI: OWL( FIVI,S EXANIPITti AND ( (15151/iN IS

24. Given an audition exercise involving three digit addends, l'", piiKiariiii: listed in obit.t.tke 23.
the learner will estimate the answer by rounding the
addends to the closest multiple of ten or one hundred.

25. Having solved an addition exerLise involving two digit
addends, the learner will state the reasonabli.alLs 01 his
answer after having compared his answer with his esti-
mated answer.

Use pio.t.dore listed in ob)edivt. 23. 64c the thildren
eNperiemes loimd;.q., the umbeis in particular problems
both to the nearest ten and to the nearest hundred, A sk
them to determine \Omit estimate is closer to the admit
NM.

ADDITION ALGORITHM

26. Given addition problems involving 2 or 3 addends with Any It:Jimmie to Loirettly solse the problem is atteptable
three, four, five or six digits. with or without regroup- as a final form.

ing, the learner will find the sums, using any technique.

ADDITION FACTS

27, Given the 100 addition fol.'s, tlik. learner will write or
recite the sums,

(NO 7-9 OBJECTIVI3S)

24

I hi. numbk.i of addition fa.is to Ix learned Lan be greatly
'educed with applmation of the commutative law (changing
the otdi m which the two numbers are added does not
change the sum),

the lelrnet should not be given more than 20 facts per
sitting "Reasonable" ion; should be allowed and trot
limited 100 SO CidY.
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P ER FORMANCE Fr I I \ 'FS

SUBTRACTIONMEANING

I. Given two sets with less than 10 objects each, the learn-
er will supply the objects needed to make the sets
equivalent.

2. Given a set of 10 or less concrete objects, the learner
will take away a given number of objects and state the
number of objects that remain,

3. Given a subtraction situation involving objects, the
learner will siatt, an appropriate number sentence.

4. Given subtraction exercises with combinations to 10,
the learner will use objects or pictures to illustrate the
solution.

5. Given subtraction exercises in horizontal form using
numbers to 10, the learner will find the difference with
or without the use of aids.

6. Given a word problem read by the teacher involving
addition or subtraction combinations to 10, the learner
will identify the operation and find the sum or differ-
ence.

SUBTRACTIONFACTS

7. Given subtraction exercises with combinations to !8,
thelearner will use objects to find the difference.

8. Given subtraction exercises in horizontal and vertical
form using numbers to 18, the learner will find the
difference with or without the use of aids.

9. Given a set of objects or pictures showing a subtrac-
tion relationship with combinations to 18, the learner
will write an appropriate number sentence.

10. Given two addends less than 10 and the sam, the learner
will write the related subtraction fact

Exitm Et IS AND Comm 1.Nt

0000
00

000 0

"f low many more are
needed ?'

"There are five balk left."
I

Learner Response:

/1-

Learner Response: "six minus two equals four"

4 1

8 7

6 = 3

1 5 7

14 - 6

12 7

Given: 5

II
El

00
0

0o000,
o 0;c5 o

c).

at]

Student writes:

12 7 5

12 5 7

25
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:'1,ItP(>RMANCE 010 (.( MVPS

SUBTRACTIONPROBLEM SOLVING

I I. Gk en .1 subtr,:ction %%ord pk,blem read by the teacher
involving combinations to 18, the learner will:

I) identify the opc:ration. and
2) write an appropriate number sentence, and
3) find the answer.

SUBTRACTIONVOCABULARY

12. Given a subtraction exercise, the learner will identify
the answer as the "difference".

SUBTRACTIONMEANING

. 13. Given two sets of objects one with more objects than
the other, the learner will state how ninny more mem-
bers it has,

SUBTRACTION ALGORITHMWITHOUT REGROUPING

I4, Given a subtraction example involving a two digit num-
ber minus a one digit number, the learner will demon-
strate the solution using counters or objects. No re-
grouping.

IS. Given a :Ivo digit number. the learner will subtract a
one digit number with no regrouping (borrowing) with
or without the use of aids.

16. Given a two digit number, the learner will subtract a
two digit number with no regrouping (borrowing).

EXAMPLES AND COMMEN IS

'dmurt or subt:-.1tion number. sentence is ak.ceptablc.
Lou had 7 pennies, he lost 2 pennies. Flow many arc left?
Student Respopscs:

Subtraction
or

7 2

Addition 2 + 7

0 -i- 2 7

7 3 gl "Four is the difference."

Given: 25 3

Student Response:

24
3

ID

86
---42

a

ir...

(bundled sticks)

A

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

SUBTRACTION ALGORITHMWITH REGROUPING

17 Given a subtraction example involving a two digit num-
ber minus a one digit limber, the learner will demon-
strate the Process of regrouping using concrete objects.

18. Given a two digit number. the learner will subtract a
one digit number with regrouping (borrowing) with or
without the use of aids.

26

Use place .slue pockets to show all regrouping.

33 2 13 20 l- 13
9 33 or 9

9

20 ,} 4

EC



11 Whole Numbers B. Subtraction

I

ARITHMETIC 4.6

1

PERPORMANCE OW 11C1 :" i!ti

I9. Given a two digit number, the learner will subtract a
two digit number with regrouping (borrowing) with

and without objects.

20. Given a three digit number, the learner will subtract a
two or three digit number, with or without the use of
concrete aids.

SUBTRACTION FACTS

21. Given a subtraction fact, the learner will write or recall
the answer.

(NO OBJECTIVES FOR 7-9)

11XASIPLIIS AND COSANIEN I S

43 3 13

27 43 30 13

-27 or --20 1-, 7

PlaLe value aids may be used in this process

It is highly desirable that the subtraction facts he treated
:h related addition Pea:

15 7 is the same as:

flow much crust be added to 7 in order to get 15?

Answer: 7 plus Ill IIIII = is
8/

The learner is not to be given more than 20 facts per
setting. "Reasonable" time should be allowed and not
limited too severely.

27



K-3 ARITHMETIC H Whole Numbers C. Multiplication

PERFORMANCE MEC' IVES EXAMPLES AND CQMMEN'IS

MULTIPLICATIONMEANING

1. Given a supply of identical objects and a repeated addi- 4 1. 4 4 12

tion equation, the learner will arrange the objects to
illustrate the 'equation.

2. Given equal sets of identical objects (up through 9), the
learner will write a related repeated addition equation
to describe it.

3. Given a collection of equivalent sets, the learner will
write a multiplication sentence to describe it.

4. Given a multiplication sentence, the learner will draw
a diagram to demonstrate it.

DODD
DODD
OECD

3 fours = 12

5 4 5 + 5 + 5 = 20

ALL AA
AAAAA
AAAAA
AAAAA

4 fives - 20

080 080 080
3 sets of 4

3 X 4 = 12

Given: 4 X 2 --_ 8

Array

DO
OD
DO
DO

Sets

DO 00
Do OD

5. Given a multiplication sentence, the learner will rep- .3 X 5 -= 15

resent it as a repeated addition sentence. (Do not
include zeroes or ones in repeated addition) f_5 --4 4-- 5 5

3 X 5 5 +5 + 5 rr'-' 15

6 Given a repeated addition sentence, the learner will "Seven children each paid 54' for milk"
represent it as a multiplication sentence with its product.

"5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5"

7 X 5 35

28
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II Whole Numbers C. Multiplication

1,:iRFORNIANCi ( I I VI',

ARITHMETIC K3

MULTIPLICATIONFACTS

7. Given a basic fact, the learner will rename one of the
numbers and will use the distributive property ( multiply
by parts) with or without du, use of aids.

8. Given two whole numbers (0 . . . 91. the learner will
determine the product

MULTIPLICATIONPROPERTY

9. The learner will name the product of any number and
one.

10. The learner will name the product of any number and
zero.

I. Given two numbers, the learner will demonstrate that
the order in which they are multiplied does not change
the product.

MULTIPLICATIONALGORITHM

12. Given a one-digit number and a power of 10. the learner
will state the product.

1SX NI pi IS AN+> commEN t IS

8 7

8

2
2

2

2

.
's

s

x

7

7

7

7

7

14

14

14

14

56

X

X

12 J 5)
8

56

56

16

(1

24

j

j

I

40

4)
8

12

ll I 6)
8

8 I 8 56

Any one of the method. belm% .accpt.04

i By arranging object% into sets
it By marking a number line

in. By counting member% of an at tay
iv, By number pattern% on a grid
v By multiplication facts, on a gild

By memory

1 ;- 3

4 s

3 ;K 0

0 x 6 -

5 X

2

--A
0 I 2

0

2

----A-
3 4

2

65fir b
3 3

A sQQ 14O,

O,
6.1A6.! A H

10 10 10 1 i0 10 10 J 10 4- 10 70

7 X 10 7 x 100'

7 X 1000

29
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K-3 ARITHILIIL 1 1%

MIlfM II Whole Numbers C. Multiplication

PERFORMANCE OBJECI IVES

13. Given a one-digit number and (10, 20 ) (100,
200, . . .), the learner will state the product.

14. Given two whole numbers (one greater than 10), the
learner will use the distributive property to find the
product.

7 X /0

1 X 200

EXAMPLES AND COMNIEN'IS

7 :X (2 X 10)*
(7 X 2) X 10

14 X 10 140
7 X (2 X 100)

(7 X 2) X 100 -,-
14 X 100 1400

An application of the Associative Property

3 x 12 12

X 3
10 + 2

X 3

30 + 6 ----. 36

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

15 Given a two-digit number to be multiplied by a one
digit number, the learner will write the product, with or
without aids.

MULTIPLICATIONPROBLEM SOLVING

16 Given a verbal problem involving addition, subtraction
or multiplication of two whole numbers, the learner
will state what operation is to he performed.

17 Given a verbal problem involving addition, subtraction
or multiplication, the learner will write a number
sentence.

18 Given a verbal problem involving addition, subtraction
or multiplication, the learner will find the answer.

30

32 ,", 6 Any one of the methods below is acceptable
as the final form:

a) 32 (30 + 2)
X 6 X 6

b) 32

180 12 192

X 6 c) 32'
X 6

12
180

192

192

"Joe sold 24 tacos each noon for 5 days. Flow many tacos
did Joe sell?"

Answer: "Multiplication"

Using the verbal problem example from objective 16, the
child will write
24 x 5 ? OR 5 X 24 .-= ? since 3 x 4 can mean 3
sets of 4 or 4 sets of 3, depending on the point of view.

24 Refer to verbal problem example for objective 16.
x 5

120
"Joe sold 120 tacos."



II Whole Numbers C. Multiplication ARITHMETIC 4-6

Pl RIoRM ANC!. (HMV I IvI,S EXAMPLES AND ( OMMEN IS

MULTIPLICATIONALGORITHM

19. Given a three-digit umber, the learner will multiply it
by a one-digit number.

MULTIPLICATIONALGORITHM

20. Given two factors less than 100 that are multiples of 10,
the learner will determine the product.

21. Given a two-digit and a one-digit number, the learner
will estimate the product by rounding the two-digit
number to the nearest ten and multiplying.

11. Given two factors of two digits each, the learner will
estimate the product by rounding both to the nearest
ten and multiplying.

23. Given two two-digit whole numbers, the learner will
determine the product.

24. Given three digit multiples of 100 and two digit
multiples of 10, the learner will find the product of any
two of them.

An) of the methods below is acceptable.

.t) 324 x 3 = 324 u) 324
324 X 3

324 12

972 60
b) Lattice 900

972

3 2 4

V /6 / 2 3

) 7 2

e) 324 300 + 20 -I- 4 c) 324
X 3 X 3 X 3

900 60 + 12 972
= 972

3 7 21 and 30 X 7 210
and 30 x 70 2100

3? \ 5 "The answer is close to ISO."
30 ., S 150

32 ,. 16 "The answer is close to 600."
30 x 20 600

An), of the methods below are acceptable

a) 32 b) 32 c) 32
x 15 X 15 X 15

, 1 \10 160
150 320 32 32
20 10 5

480300

480 320
160

480

30

(3

x3

x,

',.

.

400

10)

4)

(4

(10

100)

100) 12.000

31



46 ARITH IvIEmieL I
ilIR, II Whole Numbers C. Multiplication

P E R 1'0 It M A NC E 010 FCI I V ES

25. Given two whole numbers each less than 1000, the
learner will estimate the product.

26. Given any two factors less than 1000, the learner will
determine the product.

MULTIPLICATIONPROBLEM SOLVING

27, Given a verbal problem involving the addition, sub-
traction or multiplication of whole numbers, the learner
will:
a) determine the operation to tie used, and
b) write appropriate number ::entence, and
c) find the answer.

32

EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

16 A 431 1 The answer to 36 X 411 is about
40 X 400 16000J 16000."

327 A 5 Any method to k.orret.tly solve the prob-
327 X 25 lems is acceptable as a final form.
327 X 251

Our s.hool lus 17 rooms. Emit room nas 6 windows and
eadi window has 18 panes of glass. In all there arc
panes of glass in the rooms."



rl

II Whole Numbers D. Division ARITHMETIC K-3

DIVISIONMEANING

IORNIANCE ()WI ( I

I. Given a whole number less than 10, the learner will
make a table of multiples of that number with at least
six entries, writing an equation for each multiple, as
illustrated,

1 3 3 3 x 3 9
2 x 3 6 4 3 12

3> 3 -9 5 x 3 15

4 , 3 12 or ti > 3 18

5 ; 3 = 15 7 x 3 21
6 X 3 :=-- 18 8 x 3 24

EXAMPLIti ANI) ( I ti

K-3
BENCH MARK

4-6

2. Given a group of objects, the :earner will sort them Given 50 t.hips put them into 5 equal stacks

into equivalent sets.

3. Given a set of objects to be partitioned into subsets of a
given number, the learner will determine the number of
subsets by constructing each subset.

4. Given a whole number less than 100. the learner will
make a table of multiples of that number with at least
six entries, writing .in equation for each multiple, as
illustrated.

5. Given a sentence with on': single digit, a missing factor.
and a product (whole numbers), the learner will name
the missing factor.

6. Given an open number sentence in multiplication using
the basic facts only, the learner will supply any two
factors to make the sentence true.

DIVISIONFACTS

7. Given a division fact. the learner will rewrite it as a
multiplication fact.

8. Given two factors and a product, the learner will re-
write the sentence to show the related division facts,

Given 18 toys show how many three children could
he given so that they each would have an equal number of
toys.

Coven. 50 t.hms--put 10 in eat .11 stack flow many stacks?

I X 12 = 12
2 X 12 24
3 X 12 -== 36
4 X 12 -- 48 or
5 X 12 = 60
6 X 12 72

0 21

-- 50

IS

IS

3 x
7

I

x

7

x3

21

5 x 12 60
6 x 12 . 72

7 X 12 84
8 x 12 96
9 x 12 108

10 x 12 120

9 X 0 12

9 s,s; Q 12

Possible Solution:

(I, 9)
(9, 1)
(3. 3)

l'osstble Solution:

(I, 12) (12, I)
(3. 4) (4, 3)
(2. 6) (6, 2)

3 5, 5 `: 3 15

5 5 IS

7 21 --- 21 7 3

1 21 -21 1 7

3 3 7

X7 7121 3121

21

33



4-6 ARITHMETIC !l Whole Numbers D. Division

PERFORMANCE 011JECI I VES I EXAMPLI:S AND COMMEN1 S

DIVISIONALGORITHM

9. Given a one-digit division (factor) and it dividend Any of the mettaxls below are acceptable.
(product) of less than 100, the learner will determine
the quotient (missing factor) if there is no remainder.

10. Given a division exercise with a single-digit divisor and
a two-digit dividend, the learner will:
a) Make a table of multiples of the divisor with at

least 3 entries, and includiig the muitipies just
above and just below the dividend.

b) Choose the largest entry in the table that has a
product less than or equal to the dividend.

c) Tell which number in the chosen multiplication
equation is the quotient.

DIVISIONESTIMATION

I1. Given a set of multiplication equations in which one
factor is a multiple of 10 or 100, the learner w;11 write
related division equations.

12. Given a division exercise with a one -digit livisor and
a three-digit dividend, the learner will:
o) Write two equations: 10 times the divisor and

1(X) times the divisor
b) Choose the largest of these numbers (10, 100) that

results in a product less than or equal to the
dividend.

13. Given a division problem with a two or three digit
dividend and a one digit divisor, the learner will find
a multiple of It) which when multiplied by the divisor
will produce a paxluct less than the dividend.

34

a) 6 b) 6 172
12 2 x 6 30 5 X 6

60
12 2 X 6 42 7 6

48 0
- 12 2 X 6--

36 e) 6 172
12 2 X 6 60 I() x 6 e) f)

24 12 13

12 2 X 6 12 3 13
.12 12 2 6 10 6 17312 2 X 6 0 6177 60

(1) 12

6
60

12
12

U

18
60 18

18

!8
0

48

Given
s. 7 35

6 r 7 42
7 s 7 49
8 . 7 56
9' 7 =63

7 i--5-17

Must include

5 7 = 35
6 x 7 42
7 x 7 49 Student's Choice
8 k 7 == 56

9 X7 63

7 r58

Given Therefore

3 y 7 21 21 : 3 7

3 x 70 210 2I0 : 3='70
3 >. 700 2100 - 2100 3 700

3 riii" ( 10 1 30
1130 s.c 3 300

Student chooses 10

81 3 10 3. 10 is LorreLt. but is nut the largest
{ 20 3 20 is the largest

10 1. 10 is too large

810 1 ) 100 3. 100 e% correct, but k nor the largest
{200 X 1: 20 is the largest
1300 s' 3. 300 is too large



II Whole Numbers D. Division ARITHMETIC 4-6

PERPORNIANCli Oita(' I 1%1'5

DIVISIONALGORITHM

14. Given a single digit divisor and any dividend less than
IOU, the learner will determine the quotient and the
remainder.

15. Given an exercise with a dividend of four digits or less,
and a one-digit divisor, the learner wiii determine the
quotient.

DIVISIONESTIMATION

16. Given a division exercise with a one-digit divisor and
a two-digit dividend, the learner will estimate the tens
digit in the quotient.

1:XAM PIES AND COMM EN IS

3 159
30 10 X 3
29
24 8 X 3

5

3 1 X 3
2 19 19 R2

19 R2
3 F59

30

29
27

2

462
300 100 x 3
162
90 30 X 3
72
60 20 X 3
12

12 4 X 3
154

19 R2

10

3 135
30

29
27

2

154

4

50
100

3 rai.27
300

162
150

12

12

162 RI
3 1487

300
187
180

7

6

Given. Estimate by multiples of 10

1

3 I 92 3 X 10 30
3 X 20 60
3 X 30 90
3X40= 120

90 < 92 ( 120
The estimate is 30 and the quotient is greater thr.n 30.

3 ilr 3 X 10 30
3 X 20 -7 60
3 X 30 90

60 < 81 < 90
The estimate is 30 and the quotient is less than 30.

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

17. Given a (1 :vision exercise with a one or two digit divisor
and a four digit dividend, the learner will:
a) Write three equations: 10 times the divisor.

100 times the divisor,
1000 times the divisor.

b) Choose the largest of these numbers (10, 100,

1000). that results in a product less than or equal
to the dividend.

16 5231

It) 16 160
100 >, 16 1600
1000 ' 16 16000

Student el(x)ses 100.

35



7-9 ARITHMETIC II Whole Numbers D. Division

PERFORMANCE 011J EC TIVES

18. Given a division exercise with a three or four digit
dividend and a one or two digit divisor, the learner will
find a multiple of 10, 100 or 1000 which when multi-
plied by the divisor will produce a product kss than the
dividend.

DIVISIONALGORITHM

19. Determine the quotient for a two- three, or four digit
dividend and a two digit divisorwith or without
remainders.

20. Verbal Problems: Given a problem involving division
of whole numbers, the learner will determine, the
dividend, divisor and solve for the quotient and the
remainder.

36

EX A MPLES AND COMN1EN IN

9618 4 10(X) sx 4. 1((X) is .orrect
2000 4: 20(X) is correct
30)() 4: 30(X) is too large

9412 . 23 10 .,, 23. I(X) is comet
2(X) ..< 23: 2(X) is col rest
3(X) , 23: 3(X) is correct
400 , 23: 40 is the largest
500 X 23: 500 is Coo large

All of the methods below

32 145
640 20 X 32
205
160

45
32

5 X 32

I X 32
13 26 RI3

26 RI3
6

20

32 HT-15
640

205
192

13

are ata.eptable.

32 1 768
640 120 X 32
123
128

24

4

24

32 n68
640

i 28
128

26 RI3 27

32 845 32 Mr
640 640

205 128
192 i28

13

4 X 32
24

-With 1500 seats in the auditorium and 5 students selling
tickets, how many tickets should each student be given to
sell?"

"A teacher shares 68 pencils among 22 students. How nany
remain after he shares them equally?"



ARITHMETIC

III FRACTIONAL NUMBERS

The FRACTIONAL NUMBER Strand consists of four (4) Skill Sequences:

A. Meaning

B. Addition

C. Subtraction

D. Multiplication

The rationale for the omission of a Division Sequence is the fact that the learner
will seldom encounter a situation in daily life where he needs to use the algorithm
for divisors of common fractions. The multiplication algorithm can be used
instead of the division algorithm to solve problems in practical everyday encounters:

"1/2 cup of sugar divided by 4" usually is solved by:

"1/4 X 1/2" rather than by "1/2 -4.- 4"

The absence of the Division Sequence from this document does not mean that
division of fractional numbers should be left out of the curriculum. It only
means that it is not considered to be a minimum basic requirement for which all
of the students in the State of Michigan should be held responsible.

The Meaning Sequence covers those concepts that are necessary to give the
learner a complete understanding of the idea, and notation of fractions which he
needs to work meaningfully and successfully with the algorithms of adding, sub-
tracting and multiplying fractions.

This entire Strand is written on an "activity" basis. All the skills arc task
oriented and the learner wiii use models, concrete or pictorial, to progress from
one skill to the next.

37
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K3 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers A. Meaning

PERFORM ANCI: OW IC I

CONGRUENCE

!. Given several objects, some divided into congruent
parts, some divided into non-congruent parts, the learner

a) determine which objects are divided such that all
parts are congruent, and which objects are divided
into non-congruent parts, by fitting the parts of each
Object on top of each other, and

b) identify congruent parts.

HALVESREADINESS

1. Given several objects. some divided into 2 congruent
parts, sonic divided into 2 non-congruent parts, the
learner will:
a) determine which objects have been divided into the

2 congruent parts, and
b) tell the fraction name for each part upon request.

ONE-HALF

3. Given a rectangular piece of paper and the direction to
indicate one -hall, the learner will illustrate his under-
standing of the meaning of one-half by folding. (.oler-
ing, and then cutting

FOURTHSREADINESS

4. Given several objects. some divided into 4 congruent
parts. and some divided into four non-congruent parts,
the learner will:
a) determine which objects have been divided into the

four congruent parts; and
b) tell the fraction name for each part upon request.

c. Given a rectangular piece of paper, the learner will make
four fourths by folding, coloring, and then cutting.

THIRDSREADINESS

o, Given several objects, some divided into 3 congruent
parts. some divided into 3 nor - congruent parts, the
learner will:
a) determine which objects have been divided into the

3 congruent parts and
b) tell the fraction name for each part upon request.

7. Given a rectangular piece of paper divided into thirds.
the learner Hill make three thirds by folding. coloring,
and then cutting.

38

ItX,\MP1 Its AND ( ONINIFN

All parts are not congruent.

r.7-1

Student response: "This is one half."

Start Fold

3.

Color

4

Cut

Student response. "This is one fourth."

not fourths

unit whole fold

not thirds

color et t

Student response "I his Is one third."

tuut whole fold

thirds

, A,,
color

ODD



III Fractional Numbers A. Meaning ARITHMETIC K-3

PI 10.111I5IAN( I, I )1111 (

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN HALVES, THIRDS AND FOURTHS

R. Given several objects or pieces of cardboard of the
same unit size and shape, some divided into fourths,
and some divided into thirds, and one unit whole, the
learner will name each of the parts appropriately as
"one half" or "one third," or "one fourth," by compar-
ing each part with the unit whole.

MAKING ONE WHOLE

9. Given objects or pieces of cardboard divided into two,
three, or four congruent parts. the learner will orally
relate that "two halves make one whole,' and "three
thirds make one whole," and "four fourths make mu'
whole" as he moves the pieces together.

NUMERATORDENOMINATOR

10. Given a fraction, the learner will tell the meaning of the
number above the bar (numerator) and the meaning of
the number below the bar (denominator), with or with-
out the aid of fractional cut-outs.

FRACTION SYMBOLS

I I. Given illustrations of 12. I't, and 14 of objects shaded,
the learner will tell the correct fraction in each case
orally.

FRACTIONS NAMING PART OF A SET

P. Given a set of objects separated into equivalent subsets,
the learner will name each subset as the appropriate
fractional part of the whole set.

13. Given a set of oltjeetc the learner will separate the set
into appropriate equivalent subsets as indicated by a
given unit fraction ( I 2 I.1,

I ri and so on) provided
that the denominators are less than 9 and the total num-
ber of objects is less than 21 and evenly divisable by
the denominator of the fraction.

14. Given a set of object, and a non unit fraction (2/3,
2 4. 3 4 and so on) with a denominator of less than
6. with a total number of objects less than 16, the
learner will'
a) separate the objects into the number of equivalent

subsets indicated by the denominator, and
b) push user as many subsets as indicated by the

numerator.

EXAMPLES AND COMMEN IS

(i)
unit
whole

Student response while picking up each part: "This is one
half. this is one third, or this is one fourth."

Student response:
-Four one jourthA
make one le hot,
unit."

unit
whole

Number of
Lt.ngruent
parts 2
taken

Tow/ number of equal size parts.

Student response
"Three thirds make
one whole unit."

Student responds orally:
"One third is shaded."

00 0000 00
"One half- "One half

The terms
numerator and
denominator do
not have fo be
memorized a'
this level.

(Use felt or
magnetic cut outs.)

000000
"Sloe ' I of the set of balls to the side."

39



K3 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers A. Meaning

PERFORMANCE OWE(' IVES EXAMPLES AND CONINIEN I S

15. Given pictures of sets with 3/1 or 2/.1 of the objects
shaded, the learner will name the shaded amount as a
fraction, and write the name in fractional form.

16. Given a fraction and a drawing of a set, the learner
MI: shade or circle a number of figures to illustrate
that part of the set. provided that the denominators are
less than 6, and the total number of objects is less than
16 and evenly divinable by the denominator.

17. Given a proper fraction with a denominator less than 6,
the learner will explain its meaning by making a draw-
ing or by using fractiona: cut-outs.

18. Given a diagram divided into congruent parts, with
some parts shaded, the learner will name the shaded
area by writing an appropriate fraction and by orally
stating each name of the fraction.

19. Given any 5 fractional numbers with like denominators,
in random order, the learner will write them in order.
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths);
with or without the use of aids.

RENAMING FRACTIONS

20. Given a dchotn1Aator, the learner will supply the cor-
rect numerator to make the value of the fraction equal
to one, with or without the use of aids,

FINDING EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

21. Given labeled fractional cut-offs, of the.same unit whole
with denominators of 2, 4, 8or 2, 3, 6the learner
will find and write equivalent fractions.

Directions:
"Circle 2/4 of the men" or
"Code 1/2 of the men."

Student Response: 'Iwo
thirds of the stars rrc
circled" or "Four sixths of
the stars are circled."

Use graph paper. geoboard, or fraLtional 4..ut out,.

2.

5

4.

5

Student write,:

5, 3 I.

5 5 5

3

2,

5

3,

5

4,

S

5I.

5

Given.

Unit Whole

Unit
Whole

Response:

4

I Whole
4

17/11/'

2

2

4

4

8

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

22. Given a fraction the learner will write a set of
equivalent fractions with or without the use of fractional
cut-outs.

40
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lit Fractional Numbers A. Meaning ARITHMETIC K-3

Pi0t1.0101AN( I (1101 C I WI'S

ORDERING FRACTIONS WITH LIKE AND
UNLIKE DENOMINATORS

23. Given the fractional numbers 1,2. 1 / .1 and :4 the learner
will write them in order from the least to greatest, with
or without the use of fractional cut-outs or numberline.

24. Given two fractional numbers with unlike denomina-
tors, the learner will tell which one is greater (denomi-
nators of 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) with or without the use of
aids.

RENAMING MIXED NUMBERS AND IMPROPER FRACTIONS

25. Given fractional cut-outs including several unit whiles,
and a mixed number with a denominator of 2, 3, 4, 6,
or 8 and whole units up to 3, the learner will arrange
the fractional cut-outs to show the change of the mixed
form to a fraction and then write the answer.

26. Given fractional cut-outs including several unit wholes,
and a fraction with a denominator of 2, 3, 4, 6. or 8 and
a whole unit value of up to 3, the learner will arrange
the fractional cut-outs to show the naming of the frac-
tion to a mixed form, and then write the answer.

EXAMPI ES AND ( 051511N S

ake foul congruent stnps of paper each different color.
Divide or.e into halves: one into thirds; one into fourths.
Label. then cut out pieces. Using the fourth piece of paper
as the unit segment. lay 1,4 next to it and mark it. do
likewise for Vx and 1/2 . Make a "bar graph".

.11=

1A 7 1%1

Given. "Compare 1/2 and "

!iesponse. "'-r is greater than 1/2"

........Y
32-
4

3 4 4 3 11

4 4 4 4 4

10
1-

6 6

........1
4

4



4-6 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers B. Addition

Pk It 14 iltNi ASV!. 01111,( I IV I'S

PROPER FRACTIONSLIKE DENOMINATORS
NO REGROUPING

I. Given a set of labeled fractional cut-out parts. the
learner will demonstrate the result of adding two frac-
tional numbers with like denominators of 2. 3. 4. 6. or
8 with sums less than or equal to I, by fitting the
appropriate parts together, and then writing the sum.

Given a set of labeled fractional cut-out,., the learner
will show the result of adding fractional numbers with
like denominators of 2. 3. 4. 6. or 8 with a sum greater
than I. by fitting the appropriate fractional parts to-
gether and then writing the sum.

3. Given two fractional numbers with like denominators
having a sum less than or equal to I, the learner will
write the sum, with or without the use of fractional cut-
out parts.

4. Given two fractional numbers with like denominators
and a sum greater than I. the learner will write the
sum, with or without the use of fractional cut-out parts.

42

I I

1:XAMPLES AND COMMI'S IS

the fract.onal parts may he commercially prepared. teacher
prepared. or student prepared. All the parts should he cut
from one t (minion unit size. The unit whole may be a
rectangle or a circle but once the unit is established. the
wont site and shape unit should be used for .ill the exercises.

1/2 1/2 411/ A
and so

on

l'he learner should be able to use the cut outs inter-
changeably and this can only be done if all fractional parts
originate from the Aallle 1111:1 hole.

0

Problem

Solution:

2 1t-
4 4

Y2 I 1/2

"T '' r -

F4/4-.
, 4

1 p :.
,

J

1 3
I

3 5

/-
6 6

"II, f117..:1
Lil 'H dill ', 1

and so
on

and so
on

6 2 2

1 -,

6 6 6

3 3 6
1

8 8 S

!he ansWers may. but do not have to appear in simplest
for n:.

3 2 .5

4 4 4

1 3 4

2 2

I he ansssers may. but do not hase to appear in the mike('
form.

5 4

The fractions of or -- are
4 2

acceptable as answers as well as 11/4 or 2,



III Fractional Numbers B. Addition ARITHMETIC 4-6

PERFORMANCE 01111:( I IVI.S ItXAMPLIFS AND ( ONDO iN IS

MIXED NUMBERSLIKE DENOMINATORS
NO REGROUPING

5. Given a set of labeled fractional cut-out parts including
several unit wholes, the learner will demonstrate the
result of adding two mixed numbers with like denomina-
tors of 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, by fitting the appropriate parts
together. and then writing the sum in "non-simplified"
form.

6. Given a set of labeled fractional cut-out parts including
several unit wholes, the learner will demonstrate the
result of adding two mixed numbers with like denomi-
nators of 2. 3. 4, 6, or 8, by fitting the appropriate part
together, and writing the sum as a whole number and a
proper fraction.

7. Given two mixed numbers with like denominators. the
learner will write the sum.

3 3I-
4 4

3 3I I- I ?

4 4

7^7

1711.

6

2.-
4

LI

777

"71
,

4 2 2

2 +
4 4 4

4 5 9 6 3 32 3 5-- 5 + ---
6 6 6 6 6 6

3

Note: 6-- can be simplified to 6,
6 2

3

but 6 is :in acceptable amwer,
6

43
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7-9 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers B. Addition

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

1

PERFORMANCE. (11111:( 11\1:S

PROPER FRACTIONSUNLIKE DENOMINATORS
NO REGROUPING

8. Given a ::et of labeled fractional cut-out parts, the
learner will demonstrate the result of adding two
(proper) fractional numbers, with unlike denominators
of 2, 4, and 8or 2, 3, and 6with sums less than or
equal to I, by fitting the appropriate parts together, and
then writing the sum.

PROPER FRACTIONSUNLIKE DENOMINATORS
WITH REGROUPING

9. Given a set of labeled fractional cut-out parts, the

learner will demonstrate the result of adding two
(proper) fractional numbers with unlike denominators
of 2, 4, and 8or 2, 3, and 6 -with sums more than I,
by fitting the appropriate parts together, and then
writing the sum.

10. Given two (proper) fractional numbers with unlike
denominators of 2, 4, and 8or 2, 3, and 6the
learner will write the sum.

MIXED NUMBERSUNLIKE DENOMINATORS

I I, Given two mixed numbers with unlike denominators
of 2, 4, and 8--or 2, 3, and 6the learner will write
the sum, with or without the use of fractional parts.

44

FiXAMPI ES AND COMM!: \ IS

I 2

+
8 4

1

8

2

4

t

8

4

8

5

8

Note: Always provide a unit whole to compt.re the frac-
tional cutout% with.

5 2

6 3

9

r
1

Note: Always provide a unit whole to compare the frac-
tional part% with. The answer can be left in non-simplified

9
form: can he written as

6

6 3 3 9
or I, but is acceptable as

6 6 6 6

I 3 4 3 7

+
2 8 8 8 8

Note: The skill of finding Equivalent Praelions can be
found in Program Objectives #2I and 22 in Concept Area:
FRACTIONAL. NUMBERS: Meaning.

2 4

3 ---0. 3
3 6

4 4
.}. 5 --IP- 5-

6 6

8 6 2 28 8 + + c...- 9-
6 6 6 6

2 I

9 may he writcn :Ls 9-
6 3



III Fractional Numbers B. Addition ARITHMETIC 7.9

P1. RIFORMANU1, 011.11 I IV!'

12. Given two mixed numbers with like or unlik:: denomi-
nators of 2, 3. and 6or 2, -I, and 8the learner will
find the sum, with or without the use of aids.

FXAMPLES AND ( OMNI!. s: 1

4 12

1 3II-
5 IS

2 10

i 2 2--*
3 15

22 15 7 75 5 + + 6 --
15 15 15 IS

45

in



4-6 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers C. Subtraction

PIIRFORMANCP. 0111 IC I I VIS

PROPER FRACTIONSLIKE DENOMINATORS,
NO REGROUPING

1. Given a set of labeled fractional cut-out parts. the

learner will demonstrate the result of subtracting two
fractional numbers with like denominators of 2. 3, 4,
6, or 8 by arranging the appropriate parts, and then
finding and writing the difference.

2. Given two common fractions with like denominators.
the learner will subtract. with or without the use of
fractional parts.

MIXED NUMBERSLIKE DENOMINATORS,
NO REGROUPING

3. Given a set of labeled fractional cut-outs, including
several unit wholes, the learner will:
a) demonstrate the result of subtracting a fractional

number from a mixed number with like denomina-
tors of 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 where no regrouping is
necessary, by arranging the appropriate parts. and

b) finding and writing the answer.

46

1!..1 AND ( I 'y

I J. liational pails may bk. Loninicarally prepared. leaLlier
prepared, or student prepar.:d. All the pails should be cut
t rout one common rout Aize 111111 whoh may be a
IkAtangle or a ,ir-le, but of the unit is established. the
%atmo we and shape unit should be used for all the exercises

v2 1/2
and so

on

l'he learner should be able to use the cut outs interchange
ably and this can only be done if all fractional parts
miginatc from the,uune mut whole.

Problem

ti 2

6

3

4

1/2 1/2

iHT1
(. I;

2 I

3

14141414

and so
on

and so
on

"P.

I

3

6

2-



III Fractional Numbers C. Subtraction ARITHMETIC 46

PlOttORNIANCI. 011.11.( I 1%'I %

4. Given a mixed number and a fractional number with
like denominators of 2. 3, 1. 6, or 8, where no re-
grouping is necessary, the learner will find the dif-
ference.

WHOLE NUMBERS AND FRACTIONAL NUMBERS

5. Given several pieces of rectangular paper, and an
exercise involving the subtraction of a whole number
and a fractional number with a denominator of 2, 1, or
8, the learner will
a), divide one of the whole units into the appropriate

number of equivalent parts, aod
b) demonstrate the result of subtracting a fractional

number from a whole number by arranging the frac-
tional parts to show the difference, and

e) write the difference.

6. Given a whole number and a common fraction with a
denominator ()I 2, 3, 4, 6, or ll, the learner will find
the difference with or without the use of fractional parts.

WHOLE NUMBERS AND MIXED NUMBERS

7. Given a whole number and a mixed number, the learner
will find the difference with or without the use of
fractional cut-outs.

I

IXAMPI 1S AND ( oNtNIIN I%

S 2 3
1 I - 2 -

8 8 8

3
8

1

2 .r

4

()It

PI/ '
' / I

3

1--
4

4..1...LI
..

Note- The %Indent starts with the ono whole. then divide%
it into the appropriate park by cutting it.

1 1

1 1-- Note: lle ready made cutouts.
4 4

1

1-
4

7,

47



46 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers C. Subtraction

PI.RLORNIAN( 011a( I !VI'S

MIXED NUMBERS AND MIXED NUMBERS
LIKE DENOMINATORS

8. Given two mixed numbers with like denominators, the
learner will find the difference.

9

3

2

9

4

3-
9

EXAMPLES 4NI) COMNIEN1S

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

COMMON FRACTIONSUNLIKE DENOMINATORS

9. Given a set of fractional cut-outs and two fractions with
unlike denominators of 2. 4. and 8or 2. 3, and ti
the learner will show the result of the 'subtraction by
arranging the appropriate fractional cut-outs, and by
writing the difference.

10. Given two fractions with unlike denominators of 2. 3,
and 6--or 2, 4, and 8the learner will subtract with
or without the use of aids.

MIXED NUMBERSUNLIKE DENOMINATORS
NO REGROUPING

I I. Given two mixed numbers with unlike denominators of
2, 3. and 6or 2. 4. and 8where no regrouping is
necessary, the learner will find the di.ference.

MIXED NUMBERSUNLIKE DENOMINATORS

12. Given two mixed numbers with unlike denominators of
2. 3, and 6or 2. 4, and 8the learner will find the
difference.

48

2

3 6

2

2

6

5

6
2

--- 2
3

I

6
8
I

2-
2

6 6

6 8

2

---

6 2 8

2

6 3

5-
6
4

2-4-
6

3--
6

I 8 I i6 5- 5-
X

------
8 8

4 4 4

2- 2 2

8 8 8

5

3 --
8



III Fractional Numbers D. Multiplication ARITHMETIC K-3

PHIUORMANCE OW EC I IV FS

REPRESENTATION

I. Given a set of objects (multiples of 2 or 3 or 4, as
appropriate less than 13) and the fraction v2 or 1/3 or
VI, the learner will:
a) show that fraction of the set by moving the appro-

priate number of objects,
b) write an appropriate number sentence using the

word "of".

(Oven.

(a)

(b)

IFY,AND'Iliti AND ( OADAPN 1 S

AZ1-
pizs,

000(000
00 1, 00

1

of 6 3

2

1

-- of 10 5

2

(e) Din .yr

2
of 6 2tO 3

(d) 00000:6\A
000000).., of 12 3

4

K-3
BENCH MARK

4-5

SIMPLE COMPUTATION

2. Given a number sentence in the form: "Unit fraction
`of' whole number" (1/2 0/ 12) using denominators less
than 9 and the whole number a multiple of the denomi-
nator, less than 40, the learner will:
a) find the answer with or without the use of objects,

and
b) rewrite the number sentence in the form "fraction X

whole number -- product."

1

(a) of 8 4 DODD

1

Rewrite: X 8 4
2

(b) of 12 3
4

Rewrite: ,\ 12 3

4

X 8
2

or 4

1

12

4

or 3

49



4-6 ARITHMETIC III Fractional Numbers D. Multiplication

PliRFORMANCI: ()WWI WI:s

USE OF MODELS

3. Given two unit fractions with denominators less than 5,
the learner will shade a region representing the product
and write the product.

COMPUTATION

4. Given two unit fractions with denominators less than 7.
the learner will compute the product with or without the
use of a model.

1.NAMPLISS AND COMNIPNIS

(a) Area Model

I

2

(b) "Or Model

1

3

94
I

of
2

(I) Otic mu( 7
1 I

. (2)
3 3 1111

I

1 1 1I

--
3 2 3 6

I 1 I

(3) of
-) 3 2

I I I 1

(4) of -- --
2 3 6 2

1 1 1 .,- I I

(a)
2 3 2 3 (.

I I 1 \ I 1

(1)1 . -- -- =--
5 2 5 > 2 It)

3

mi
1

3

ill

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

50
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Ill Fractional Numbers D. Multiplication ARITHMETIC 7-9

PER 14 0tM ANCI* (01.11:C I IVES

REPRESENTATION

5. Given two proper fractions with denominators less than
5, the learner will construct and shade a region to rep-
resent the product.

COMPUTATION

6. Given two (proper) fractions with denominators less
than 7, the learner will compute the product.

WHOLE NUMBERS AND FRACTIONS

7. Given a whole number less than 5 and a proper fraction
with denominator less than 7. the learner will illustrate
the product.

EXAMPLES AND COMMEV I S

la) Area Model

3

4

2

3

2 2
(h) "Of' Model X

4 3

( I) cstablish a unit

(2) EZ7/l/.I J take 76 of the unit

(3)

(4)
argniVe
11711*.

1 I I x 1 I

(a)
2 X 32 3 6

2 I 2 x 1 2

( 1) ) -- --
3 x 23 2 6

3 2 3 X 2 6
(el

4 N. a4 3 12

2 2 2 x 2 4

( d )
5 35 3 15

( a I 4 >
3

2 2 2

3 3 3

take 44 of the 313

analyze the results

2 8

3 3

2 2 1 2

I
'1 3 3 3'

It

3

(c ) 4
2

3

2 2 2 2 8

+ +

3 3 3 3

.--.4+
I

+ I 1 f

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

51



7-9 ARITHMETIC ill Fractional numbers D. Multiplication

PERFORMANCE 011J EC; I VI'S

8. Given a whole number less than S and a proper fraction
with denominator less than 7, the learner will compute
the product.

9. Given a whole number less than S and a mixed number
less than 5 and a denominator less than 7, the learner
will compute the product.

EXAMPLES AND ( ONISIEN I S

1 1 3 1 k 3 3
(a) -- --

4 4 1 4 - 1 4

3 7 3 7 . 3 21
Ib) 7 -,

4 1 4 1 \ 4 4

1 1

00 4 , 3 4 ), (3 -E )
5 5

1

4 X 3 E 4 ;,-:

.5

12 -1-
5

4
12

5

I 16 4 x 17 64
(b) 4 '.. 3 4 \ ,_:.

55 5 5

VERBAL PROBLEMS

10 Given verbal problems invoking fractional numbers, rtobicm., .houla %tan Vt i ( h multiplmation, then be mixed
the learner will: with addition, and subtraction examples as well.

a) identify the necessary operation to be used.
h) write an arithmetic sentence for the situation.
c) determine the desired result.

52

I

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS
THERE ARE NO MINIMAL CONCEPTS
OR SKILLS REQUIRED IN THIS AREA.

I



ARITHMETIC

IV DECIMAL FRACTIONS

The DECIMAL FRACTIONS Strand consists of four (4) Skill Sequences:

A. Meaning

B. Addition and Subtraction

C. Multiplication

D. Division

The Meaning Sequence consists of those skills that arc considered basic and
fundamental to the computational skills in decimals, common fractions and
percents.

The objectives in the Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division
Sequences are limited to those skills required to solve everyday practical situations.
Limits are set for the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. Limits
ar also set in long division and in mulitiplication problems.
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4-6 ARITHMETIC IV Decimal Fractions A. Meaning

MK IORN!ANCE 01111:C I I VIFS

PLACE VALUE

I. Given .t place value chart and a numeral of no mote
than three decimal places. the learner will describe the
value of each digit in the numeral.

TENTHS

2. Given a model of a fraction illustrating tenths, the
learner will identify. mm, and write the decimal fiac-
tion illustrated,

HUNDREDTHS

3. Given a model of a fraction illustrating hundredths, the
learner will identify, name and write the decimal frac-
tion as illustrated.

TENTHS

4. Given a decimal fraction in tenths, the learner will con-
struct a model that illustrates the decimal.

HUNDREDTHS

5. Given a decimal fraction in hundredths. the learner will
construct a model that illustrates the decin3al.

EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

6. Given a decimal fraction, the learner will rename it as
an equivalent decimal fraction.

PLACE VALUE

7. Given a decimal fraction of no more than three places,
the learner will name the place value of each digit, with-
out aides.

I.XAMPLES AND C05151 EN I s

Student give% the value of each digit in the numeral:

I 3

".3 i% 3 or or three tenths."
10 10

Mach decimal place is Ira time.% the place to the right, or
one tenth of the place to the left,"

.13

.4

.14

4--1 Y'''

;:.
... .
? i i t , 1

3 tenth%

13 hundredths

.5 .!.--.. .50

1

:

. t.,

. . .

. . .

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-8

54



IV Decimal Fractions A. Meaning ARITHMETIC 78

El RFORMANCli 0113EC I IVES

ROUNDING

8. Given a numeral with no more than three decimal
places, the learner will round to the nearest whole
number, tenths or hundredths as requested.

RENAMING

9. Given a decimal fraction, the learner will rename as a
common fraction.

10. Given a common fraction whose decimal equivalent
terminates in thre. (3) places or less, the learner will
rename the common fraction as a decimal fraction.

ORDERING

I I. Given a set of decimal fractions of no more than three
(3) places, the learner will arrange the fractions in
order from greatest to least or least to greatest as
instructed.

i

HXAMI'l rS ANI) l. ONINIHN IS

656 .664,..
.57 .6---0-

S 25

.5 ...- .25 --.:

10010

1 5

..; .5
2 10

Order .5. .25.
as

.6. .5,
or

.05, .25,

1

1 25

4 100

.6. .05

.25, .05

.5, .6

.25

55



4-6 ARITHMETIC IV Decimal Fractions B. Addition and Subtraction

IT.RFORMANCE OW EC! I VIS

ADDITIONTENTHS

I. Given an addition decimal problem involving only
tenths, the learner will find the sum using models.

SUBTRACTIONTENTHS

2. Given a subtraction decimal problem involving only
tenths, the learner will find the difference using models.

3. Given a serbal problem iikoking addition and sub-
traction of decimal numbers involving only tenths, the
learner will find the answer.

ADDITIONHUNDREDTHS

4. Given an addition problem involving tenths and hun-
dredths, the learner will find the sum with or without
the use of aids or models.

SUBTRACTIONHUNDREDTHS

S. Given a subtraction problem involving tenths and
hundredths, the learner will find the difference with or
without the use of aids or models.

6 Given a verbal problem involving addition and sub-
traction of decimal numbers involving tenths and
hundredths, the learner will find the answer.

ADDITION

7. Given a decimal addition problem in horizontal or
vertical form involving whole numbers, tenths and hun-
dredths, the learner will find the sum with or without
aids or models.

SUBTRACTION

8. Given a decimal subtraction problem in horizontal or
vertical form with whole numbers, tenths, and hun-
dredths, the learner will find the difference with or
without aids or models.

56

PNANIPIA!S ANt) C051511-N I S

.2 1 3 [ ,

3 2

J i !

77-7-7-7-1

--4.4--4-ill 1 illi
0 .2 .4 .6 .8

1

1

Bob joggeal three kWh% of a mile on Sunday. and two tenths
of .1 mile on Monday. how many miles did he jcg :ill
together?

.4 1. .13

.156 1 .48

.48 M6 =

,6 M4 z:

Bob walks 0.7 miles to school, Jane walls 0.86 miles to
,.tool flow nith.li farther dues lane walk than Bob?

. 4.06 .4 --

524.05 51.25

1.25 -I- .3

512 50 - $1.25



IV Decimal Fractions B. Addition and Subtraction ARIIHNIETK 4-6

PER FORNI ANCE OW I.( I IVIR,

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

9. Given an addition or subtraction decimal problem in
horizontal or vertical form with no more than five (5)
digits and no more than three (3) decimal places, the
learner will find the sum or difference.

10. Given a verbal problem involving addition or subtrac-
tion, of decimal numbers involving numbers with no
more than five (5) digits and no more than three (3)
decimal places, the learner will find the answer.

NO 7-9 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

EXAM Pl.liti AND COMM EN I S

.6 1. .25 .1- 1.5
.123 .01

Jerry's payi.heck was S398.04 .end his Chilstmas bonus v.as
seventy (S70) dollars. Ilow much money did he receive'
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7-9 ARITHMETIC IV Decimal Fractions C. Multiplication

7-9 BENCH MARK

PERFORMANCE OBJ EC I IVES

MEANING

1. Given an exercise involving the multiplication of a
whole number and a decimal less than I, the learner will
rewrite the exercise as a whole number times a common
fraction.

ESTIMATION

2. Given a multiplication exercise involving a whole num-
ber, and a decimal fraction that is close to 1/4, 1/2, or
3/4, the learner will approximate the decimal fraction as
1/4, 1/2., or 34, will make a convenient approximation
of the whole number if necessary, and will multiply,
arriving at an approximation of the product.

ALGORITHM

3. Giver, a whole number and a one-place decimal frac-
tion less than 1, the learner will:
a) convert the decimal fraction to its common fraction

form (with a denominator of 10), multiply and
write the product in its decimal form.

b) Find the product.

4. Given a whole number and a two-place decimal frac-
tion less than 1, the learner will:
a) Convert the decimal fraction to its common frac-

tion (with a denominator of 100), multiply and
write the product in its decimal form.

b) Find the product.

5. Given two one-place decimals fractions less than 1, the
learner will:
a) Convert both decimal fractions to their common

fraction form (with denominators of 10), multiply
the fractions and write the product in its decimal
form.

b) Find the product.

58

0.4 \ 8

EXAMPLES AND COMMEN1 N

4

X 8
10

75
12 X 0.75 - 12 X

100

237 \ 0.1

a) 38

\ .26

b) 74
\ .56

e)

1

237 X
10

40
Vs 1 4 x 40 10

80
1/2 1/2 ,< 80 40

110 100
.81 44 44 x 100 --- 75

Example: 0.8 X 23

8 184.

a) X 23 - 18.4
10 10

b) 23

X .8

18.4

Example: 0.03 x 2

3 6a) -- x 2 0.06
100 100

b) .03
x 2

0.06,

Example: 0.3 X 0.4

3 4 12

a)
10 10 100

b) OA
X 0.3...--

0.12
A

0.12



IV Decimal Fractions C. Multiplication ARITHMETIC 7.9

1

l'ORNIANI: )1111q.' I 1% S

6. Given a one-place and a two-place decimal fraction.
both less than I. the learner will:
a) Convert boil) decimal fractions to their common

fraction form (with denominators of 10 and 100
respectively), multiply the fractions and write the
product in its decimal form.

b) Find the product.

7. Given two two-place decimal fractions both less than I,
the learner will:
a) Convert both decimal fractions to their common

fraction form (with denominators of 100), multiply
the fractions and write the product in its decimal
form.

b) Find the product.

8. Given a decimal fraction and a whole number of 10 or
a power of 10 (100. 1000. and so on). the learner will
find the product by changing the value of the decimal
number by placing the decimal point in the appropriate
place value position.

ESTIMATION TWO

9. Given a whole number and a two-place decimal less
than 1, the learner will round off the decimal to its
nearest tenth or whole, and estimate the product by
multiplying the rounded off decimal and the whole
number.

1:X NI 111 1.5 AND ( is

l %ample 0 5 0 15

S IS 75
.11 - 0.07S

10 100 1(X)0

b) 0.15
0.5

0.075

I' vil0Ple' 0 07 (1.08

7 $ 56
a 1

IOU 100 10.000

1) I 0.08
0.07

0.0056

0.(1056

1:xamplev 10 0.43
100 ' 0.43

1000 0.43

43 430
.1) 10 4.3

100 100

43 4300
100 43

100100

43 43000
1009 430

100

1 10 .43 4.3

MO .43 43

1000 ,43 430

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .1 .8 .9 1

- 1--t.--1-

.48 24 -IP. .5 24 12

".1 he answer is approximately 12."

.07 , p, 53 5.3

-1 he answer is approximately 5.3."
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7-9 ARITHMETIC IV Decimal Fractions C. Multiplication

PERFORMANCE (BJE(' I IVES

ALGORITHM AND ESTIMATION

10. Given two one-place decimal fractions greater than 1,

but. less than 100. the learner will:
a) estimate the product
b) compute the product.

11. Given two two-place decima; fractions greater than 1.

but less than 100. the learner will:
a) estimate the product
b) compute the product.

60

FXAMPITS AND COMMN I S

Example: 3.2 >,. 52.9

a) 3.2 0' Rounded off: 3
52. _...... /Rounded off: 53

Rounded off: 50

"Since 3 \ 50 150. the answer to 3,2 x 52 9 will be
Ltose to ISO. and will have 3 digits in the whole number
part of the answer."

b) 52.9
3.2

1058
15870

169.28

Example: 5.07 >. 37.94

a) 5,07 0- Rounded off' 5

37 94 --IP. 1 Rounded off: 38
Rounded off. 40

"Since 5 >. 40 200. the answer to 5.07 K 37.94 will
be close to 200, and will have 3 digits in the whole num-
be' part of Inc answer."

b) 37.94
x 5.07

26558
1897000

192.3558



IV Decimal Fractions D. Division

7-9 131:,N('II MARK

PI RI OR MAN( I 01111 ( I I% I 1

PLACING DECIMAL POINT IN QUOTIENT

I. Given a division exercise of the form ( Decimal Num-
ber , Whole Number Quotient ), where the digits
of the quotient are given, the learner will show the
correct placement of the decimal point by successive
multiplication trials. as follows:

a) Arbitrarily place the decimal point in the quotient.
h) Multiply that trial quotient b the divisor to see if

that placement is reasonable.
c) If that placement is not correct. place the decimal

point in another position in the quotient, and multi-
ply that trial quotient b) the di,isor to see if it is

the correct placement.
d) Repeat this process until 114: correct decimal point

placement is found.

WHOLE NUMBER DIVISORS

Given a division exercise of the form: (Decimal num-
ber whole number) the learner will find the digit,
of the quotient bv ignoring the decimal point in the
dividend. then place the decimal point in the quotient
such that: Uaolient Divisor I)ividend

3. Given a division exercise using whole numbers (up to
a four dipit dividend and up to a two digit (livisor). the
learner will generate other exercises having the same
answer. by multiplying or di%iding the dividend and
divisor 1w t he \Mlle' number.

CHANGING DIVISOR TO A WHOLE. NUMBER

4. Given a division exercise of the form decimal number
decimal number top to four digits divided by up

to two digits). the learner will change the divisor to a
whole number by multipling both divisor and dividend
by the same number ( 10. 100. 1.000 and so )

I

ARITHMETIC 7.9

\ A %IN I1 %ND ONI%11, \ Is

id) 8 t tai 4 Digit. in quotient ale 41
Studem 111.1V by any of the folliming.
(1 8), ( 41 81, 14 1 8). 10M41 - 8). Ile
Intl. that 41 8 will Faye the eoirect dividend of
14,4

110 1 14 Uigit. m Quotient :ire 43
Student mar by any of the 1)1lowing
(43 81. ( 41 81.(41 8), (0043 8). He
um!. ilha 41 8 %%ill te the toned! dividend of
3.44

lc $ 1 1:14- Digit. in Quotient ale 43
Student may try of the 1°110%4,111g

141 81. ( 41 8), (.1 8),(0.043 8). He
Lind. that 041 . 8 m.111 give the correct dividend of
.344

(o en 6 11 26

Student th.itles: 6 1 126
Digit. of quotient. 21
Decimal point- 21

Because: 21 6 1.26

(own 4

3 I 12

Student (Amid Ile 4

Ault by 2: 6 1 24

4

Molt. by 10, 30 1.-F1

4

300 1 1200

4

'quit lo 100:

Diide by 3:

(men 06 1 154

Studem Mill wtile:

N11111 k 100 6 1 3-571-

Giyen S 1 75

Student Rill write:

b% In. 51750

61



ARITHMETIC 7,9 W Decimal Fractions D. Division

l'Ult1 ORMAN:. I. 011114 I IS'IS

DIVIDING TWO DECIMALS

5. Given any decimal number division exercise (up to four
digits divided by up to two digits). the learner will:

a) Change the divisor to a whole number. where neces-

sary,
b) Determine the digits of the quotient by ignoring the

decimal point in the divisor while dividing,
e) Place the decimal point in the quotient such that:

Quotient '.., Divisor Dividend

6. Given any mo decimal numbers (up to four digits
divided by up to two digits), the learner will find the

quotient.

62
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l'XASII'l IS ANI ) ( OSISIIN IS

(Own- .06 1..ic9

(a1 6 35:9
5,4

( b 1 6 F3-5.9

(%:1 Sine 5 4 . 6 35 9. the quotient k 5.4

Given 2 7 FI1918
.034

Solution' 27 f.418
81

108
1080



ARITHMETIC

V INTEGERS

Values above and below zero pervade daily life: temperature, game scores and
economic records of profit and loss of credit and debit are frequently written in
the form of integral values.

While other experiences with integers are interesting and necessary in specialized
fields, only numberline relationships and addition of integers are included as mini-
mal objectives.
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7-9 ARITHMETIC V Integers

PERPORMANCh °Wt.( 11%'I.S

NUMBERLINE LOCATION

I. Given a set of integers taid a numberline, the learner
can locate the integers by pointing at the correct loca-
tion on a numberline. (Using either a horizontal or
vertical number line.)

ADDITION

2. Given two integers, the learner can correctly,name the
sum of any two integers.

64

P.XANIPIFS AND OMMENS

5 0 +5 +10

Indicate the position of the following set of integers
on the number line.

I 3. -- 5 2, I I

6 1- ---- 5 - 1 I
x.

5 1- I. 4 -
1 5 1 3 -- 4 2

bamples such as yardage gained or lost during a foot-
ball game. temperature (above and below zero), and
scoring in any card game where it is possible to "go

the hole" may be used as applications of addition
of positive and negative integers.



ARITHMETIC

VI RATIO, PROPORTIONS AN^ PERCENT

People compare the size and number of objects and many other comities
throughout their lives. These comparisons are made more precise by using ratios,
proportions and percents. Learners achieving the program objectives in this
Sequence will be able to:

write appropriate ratios,

determine if two ratios are equivalent,

prepare a table of equivalent pairs for a given ratio,

determine the fourth member of a proportion (whole numbers) when the
other three are given, and

find a given percent of a whole number

Emphasis on =am emeni and manipulation of objects will. be necessary to
assist learners in achieving these objectives. The early work in this Sequence is
closely related to that described in the Pre-Number Sequence.
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K-3 ARITHMETIC VI Rutio, Proportion and Percent

PlikrORMANC:i 01111:C I I VIS

RATIO AND PROPORTION

I. Given a set of like objects (less than or equal to 10),
the learner will pick out from a supply of like Objects
a set which has the same number of members.

Given the task of securing one object (pencils, crayons,
or sheets of paper) for each member at his table, the
learner will take the correct number from a supply
which is remotely located in the room,

3. Given a set of unlike objects (less than or equal to 10),
the learner will pick out from a supply of unlike objects
a set which has the same number of members.

4. Given a pattern of two objects which differ only in
shape or color, the learner will reproduce the pattern
from a supply of objects.

5. Given a pattern of three objects which differ only in
shape or color. the learner will reproduce the pattern
from a supply of objects.

6. Given a picture of like objects (less than or equal to
10), the learner will circle from a second diagram or
will draw a set which has the same :lumber of members.

7. Given a picture of unlike objects (less than or equal to
10), the learner will circle from a second diagram of
unlike objects or will draw a set which has the same
number of members.

8. Given a picture of a pattern of two objects, the learner
will reproduce the pattern by drawing.

9. Given a picture of three objects which differ in length
or color, the learner can reproduce the pattern by draw-
ing.

MANY TO ONE ACTIVITY

10. Given a supply of objects and the students at his table,
the learner will take the correct number of objects from
the supply to provide a specified number for each stu-
dent (limit of 9 objects and 5 objects per student).

66

EXAMPItS AND CONINIFN 1s

Given. 0 0 0 0
Student Response: 0 0 0 00

(oven: l'enul Scissors Block

Student Rzsponse Bead Past.: Jar Crayon

GiN ell

Response

User':

Response:

&ELA
&ZIA,

Gisen. q E C

Response:

Gt.en.

Response-

Gisen:

Response:

Own:

Response:

06
eme

/...117,1

I our sheet., of paper pet table member
Three crayons per table member.
'I WO cracker, per table member.

Beads

Balloons



VI Ratio, Proportion and Percent ARITHMETIC K-3

I

PliRFORMANCE 011/LC I WI'S

ONE TO MANY ACTIVITY

11. Given a set of objects and the students at his table, the
learner will take the correct number of objects and
deliver one object to each sub-group of specified size.

MANY TO MANY ACTIVITY

P. Given a set of objects and the students at his table, the
learner will take the correct number and deliver a
specified number of objects to each subgroup of speci-
fied size.

EXAMPLES AND CONINIFN I s

One Nheet of LonstruLtion paper for every two children.
One basketball for every five children.
One jump rope for every three children.

Two scissors for three children.
Five sheets of construction paper for two children.

I3ENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

MANY-TO-ONE, ONE-TO-MANY, ONE-TO-ONE

13. Given sets of objects paired in a (a) one-to-one, (b)
many-to-one. or (c) one-to-many ratio and part of an-
other pair, the learner will complete that pair to main-
tain the pattern.

OBJECTSMANY-TO-MANY

14. Given sets of t%% 0 kinds of objects paired in a many-to-
many ratio and part of another pair, the learner will
complete that pair from a supply of objects to keep the
ratio equivalent.

(a) Given:

Response:

(b) Given:

Given: 000 )

Response: 000000

ri PCI PP°

AAA

a do (oho
Response: AA6.6,A1 LAZ1

(c) Given: 49 00 000
000 MOOD: cie_::::,

Response: 000000000 /

0000 00000000

67



4-6 ARITHMETIC VI Ratio, Proportion and Percent

11.

PlihrOaNIANCE OEMICIIVE'S

PICTURES - ONE -TO -ONE, MANY-TO-ONE, ONE-TO-MANY

15. Given a picture of sets paired in (a) a one-to-one, (b) a
many-to-one, or (c). a one-to-many ratio and part of
another pair, the learner will complete that pair by
drawing to keep thz. ratio equivalent.

PICTURESMANY-TO-MANY

16. Given a picture of paired sets of two kinds of objects
showing a many-to-many ratio and one set of another
pair, the learner will complete that pair by drawing to
keep the ratio equivalent

(a)

(b)

EXAMI'LliS AND COMMI:NIS

Given

Response:

Given: QIClq QQQ0q0 C--)0 0 /0 0 0
ospogooQisop
0 00 0000

OD DODD (-----:;i
R`IsPc'Em: ODD 00000

Response:

(c) Given:

Given

Respo

000 00000

aces opcmorgrinoe

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

VERBALMANY-TO-ONE ACTIVITY

17. Given a written or verbal a tatcmcnt requiring selection
of a certain number of items for ,each student at his
table, the learner can determine how many objects he
will need.

VERBALLMANY-TO-ONE, ONE-TO-MANY

18. Given a written statement describing paired sets in
(a) a many-to-one or (b) a one-to-many ratio and the
numbcr of members in one set of another pair, the
learner will state the number of members needed for
the missing set to keep the same proportion (equiva-
lent ratio).

68

I U rill '111

If there are four students at your table and each needs three
pieces of paper, how many sheets should you get?

A person bought 9 ...ins of pop for $1. Another person
bought 18 cans for $2 How many cans of pop can you buy
for $3.

7
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VI Ratio, Proportion and Percent ARITHMETIC 7.9

PERFORMANCE 011;I ( I IVES

VERBALMANY-TO-MANY

19. Given sets of objects paired in a (a ) one-to-one, (b)
many-to-one, or (c) one-to-many ratio :Ind part of
another pair, the learner will complete that pair to main-
tain the pattern.

WRITING RATIO

20. Given a picture of two sets or a subdivided region, the
learner will write a ratio describing the indicated com-
parison.

PERCENT

21. Given a square subdivided into an array of 10 X 10
unit squares some of which are shaded, the learner will
state the indicated ratio and per cent representing the
shaded area.

RATIO AND PROPORTION

22. Given an unshaded square subdivided into an array of
10 x 10 unit squares, the learner will shade an amount
to illustrate a given equivalent ratio or percent.

23. Given a ratio in the form a/b, the learner will draw a
diagram illustrating the ratio and indicate by an arrow
the order of comparison.

24. Given a ratio, the learner will display a set of equiva-
lent ratios in tabular form.

25. Oven a table of more than two equivalent ratios with
(a) one value missing or (b) more than one value
missing, the learner will complete the table.

U

EXAM!". FS AND ( OMMEN IS

A boy t..an t.ut the lawn of three houses in IWO hours. How
many lawns can be cm in 6 hours?

Given: dcidd
dotocio

Possible Responses:
4 suckers to 5 pennies
4 to 5
4: 5
4 suckers

5 pennies

Given:
Response:
20 Zo 100

or
20 or 20%

100

Shade the diagram to illustrate the ratio vt

Response.Uo,en,

35
Shade the diagram to illustrate the ratio .

100

5

Given:
2

Student:

1

2

la)

(b)

IV°

YEE

or S balls
to 2 boys

gal. of
paint

Tables t:an be
expanded.

3 6
cars
painted 8 112

hours of
work
dollars
of pay

2 4 12

1 14 21

69



7-9 ARITHMETIC VI Ratio, Proportion and Percent

'PERFORMANCE, ()MCC I IVES

26. Given a problem that can be solved by ratio and pro-
portion techniques. the learner will solve the problem by
making a table of ratios.

EQUIVALENT RATIOS

27. Given two ratios, the learner will determine whether or
not they are equivalent.

NON-EQUIVALENT RATIOS

28. Given a relation in the form of a horizontal table, the
learner will cross out the pair of numbers which need to
be changed in order for the relation to be proportional.

USING A TABLE FOR SIMPLEST FORM

29. Given a ratio, the learner will write an equivalent ratio
hi lowest whole number terms.

USING A TABLE FOR PROPORTION

30. Given three whole number parts of a proportional rela-
tion, the learner will use a table to determine the fourth
part (the fourth part wiil be a whole number),

VERBALRATIO

31. Given a written statment involving the comparison of
two whole numbers, the learner will write an appro-
priate ratio.

WRITTEN STATEMENT

32. Given a written statement involving ploportionality, the
learner will write equivalent ratios by supplying the
missing whole number.

70

FiXAM P:>ES AND COMMF.N IS

A boat was partially painted with grey paint that was a
mixture of 4 quarts of white paint and 12 quarts of black
paint. How much black paint must be mixed with one quart
of white paint to get a mixture that is the same shade of
grey as the original batch?

white paint
black paint

?

4 6

6 9

Techniques

(a) by making a table
4: 2 2 or 6 : 3 2

(b) .

6 : 2 3 9 -.- 3 3

2 X 2 2 kw 2 X 3 2`
(e) , :_,.

3 X 2 3 3 X 3 3

(d) common denominator

(e) cross multiplication

Cross out the pair of numbers whili do not belong.

12. 4 1

3 6

9 boys

12 girls

Hours
-r-

3 15

Miles 8

12_,

Response:
3 or 3 to 4

4 3:4

Gallons
of gasoline

Miles driven

20 30

340

16 boys and 12 girls. What is the ratio of boys to girls?

Response: 16 to 12 or 4 to 3.

A rae %..ir is 18 feet long and 4 fect wide. A model of it
is 9 inches long. How wide is it?

Other examples are cost per item. miles per hour. similar
triangles and rate of work. Use tables.



VI Ratio, Proportion and Percent ARITHMETIC 7-9

N. RI ORSIANCI. 011JI ( I !VI'S

PERCENT

FRACTIONHUNDRED
SQUAREPER CENT

33. Given a fraction and a "hundred square". the learner
will shade the appropriate area to represent the equiva-
lent fraction and name the whole number percent
involved.

PER CENTHUNDRED
SQUAREDECIMAL

3.1. Given a whole number percent and "a hundred square",
the learner will shade the appropriate area and name the
decimal fraction involved.

TABLE, FRACTION, DECIMALPER CENT

35. Given a partially completed table involving fractions
with denominators of multiples of two and five, decimals
and percents, the learner will complete the table.

PER CENTNUMBER LINE REGION

36. Given a percent, the learner can give the region on the
number line in which it will fall if the number line is
marked.

PER CENT OF NUMBER

Given: 4

5

(Risen 32r/

11.,XA M IS AND C OMMIiN IS

Response:

80%

Response:

.32 or 32

1knominators of 2. 4, 8. 10, 20. 25, 50, 100.

Decimal
FractionFraction Decimal Percent

100

1/2 50/100

.10

3W100

25%

0

1 I 1ABC DE
75ci is --. Response: Between A and D.

25% is - Response: Between A and 13.

0/0
37. Given a whole number percent and a number, the 40% of 60

kat ner will determine that percentage of the given
number.

Possible technique:

1) 40% X 60 ----

.40 X 60

2) 40

100 60

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF PERCENT OF A NUMBER

38. Given a simple written problem inNolvine, finding a 1 ou may hasp. 30'4 of the ,ales. I he sales amounted to

percentage of a number, the learner will solve it. $80.
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MEASUREMENT

The measurement objectives are written to promote active participation by the
!earner, sometimes referred to as a "hands-on" approach to instruction. Each
child should measure with ruler, scales, thermometer, cubic inch blocks, containers,
cut-outs, and so on. Most of the activities in this strand are most effective when
individually performed by each learner. This can be facilitated by developing a
Me of activities that children perform individually throughout the school year.

An important goal of the measurement objectives is the development of a "feel"
and working or operational knowledge of the common measurement uniK This
"feel" should be developed by repeated manipulation of measuring instruments
and unit models such as blocks, square units containers, and so on. Common
units of the metric system are included because it is anticipated that the use of
the metric system in this country will be greatly increased within the lifetime of
today's school chiidren.

1
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I Geometric A. Linear MEASUREMENT K3

IT:RF(RNIANCP 01111:e I IVES

COMPARISON IN MEASUREMENT

I. Given two objects, the learner can identify the longer
(taller) of the two.

Given up to four sets of linear non-standard units and
a given distance, the learner will use a train of each unit
to measure the distance.

3. Given objects to measure. the learner will use "cave-
man" unitsparts of the body--to measure these
objects.

4. Given non-standard units of measure, the learner 14 ill be
able to use these units to measure objects in the class-
room.

5. Given rulers specially scaled in inches and half-inches,
the learner will measure objects to the nearest inch.

UNITS AND CONVERSION

6. The learner will state the number of inches in a foot and
the numbei of feet in a yard upon request.

ENAMPIliS ANI) ( ()%1N111. \ I S

Mso cose:(1 in Pre-Number strand.

"Nly desk ;s ll) er :tscrs long.'

"My desk is 6 pencils long."

"My desk is 4! paper clips long."

Stress variability of measures from person to person. ( I-11.s

includes "laying cff" a part of tha body repeatedly.)

Units. paper strips, string. sticks, 3"x5' card, tile, graph
paper. :I Cuisenaire rod.
Ot)jects: table top. desk surface.

( loo many marks on the ruler confuse young children.)
Such rulers are commercially available or scale cardboard
strips to the half inch.

1 his should be done from memory.

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

COMPARISON IN MEASUREMENT

7. Given lengths, the learner will compare them using
arbitrary units of his own choice.

8. Given a length of construction paper and an arbitrary
unit, the student will construct a measuring instrument
to measure length.

9. Given a yardstick, the learner will measure objects to
the nearest foot or yard as requested.

10. Given rulers specially scaled in quarter-inches or eighth-
inches, the learner will measure objects to the nearest
quarter unit.

"This book is 5 thumbs long. ...k1 that book is 7 thumbs
long."

3" x 5" card as a unit.

lengths of paperclips

Such rulers ale corm elcially available.

construction paper

73
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4-6
BENCH MARK

7-9

iutttrottsiANcit OW EC I IVES

UNITS AND CONVERSION

I I. Given a standard yardstick. the learner will: (a) deter-
mine the number of inches in a given number of feet.

12. Given a linear conversion table, the learner will convert
inches. feet. yards and miles to common units.

COMPUTATION

13. Given exercises involving standard units of English
measure, the learner will add and subtract, regrouping
when necessary.

EXAMPLES ANI)

Using the table, find the answers below
12 inches 1 foot
36 inches 3 feet 1 yard

4 feet = ? inches
5 yards 7 inches

6 feet 3 inches
4 5 feet 2 inches

COMPARISON IN MEASUREMENT

14. Given rulers specially scaled in 1 16", 1/ ID", I cm. Such rulers are commercially available.

or I mai., the learner will measure objects to the near-
est unit as requested.

15. Given a meter stick, the learner will measure objects
to the nearest centimeter or meter upon request.

UNITS AND CONVERSION

16. Given a measte in inches. feet. or yards. the learner
will convert the measure to the other two.

17. Given a meter stick for conversion, the learner will state
the relationships among meter. centimeter. and milli-
meter, and convert among the units.

PERIMETER

18. Given the following figurt,>, the learner will find the
perimeter of:
1) A rectangle (lengths of sides indicated)formula

may or may not be given).
2) A general polygon (lengths indicated).
3) A circle (diameter or radius indicatedformula and

value of provided).

THE NATURE OF MEASUREMENT

19. Given an object, the learner will select a measuring in-
strument appropriate to the task of measuring the
object.

74

2 yard, feet inches

18 inches yards

18 inches feet

Using a string. the learner can make different figures (e.g.,
a triangle. a quadrilateral, a pentagon. a circle) and
observe that the perimeter is constant. but the area changes.

Personfeet or centimeters.
State--miles.
Beetlemillimeters or fractions of an inch.
l'ootball fieldfeet or yards.



1 Geometric A. Linear MEASUREMENT 7-9

PERFORMANCE OWE( I IVES

COMPUTATION

20. Given a length, expressed entirely in terms of one unit,
the learner will multiply or divide the length by a whole
number.

WORD PROBLEMS

21. Given word problems involving standard units of meas-
ure, the learner will solve the problems with of without
aids.

SCALE DRAWING

22. Given scale drawings and a scale, the learner will deter-
mine the lengths of various parts of the actual object.

Given an object and a sheet of paper on which to repre-
sent the object, the learner will select an appropriate
scale to use in making a scale drawing of the object.

MAP READING

24 Given a map with coordinates, the learner will locate
places designated by pairs of coordinates.

25 Given a map, the learner will determine the straight-
line distance between 2 points, using a ruler and the
map scale.

TABLE USE

26. Given a table of data in common use, tne learner will be
able to locate items in the table.

EXAMPLES AND COSINIEN I S

3 times 15 feet feet?

I I Given a 1.32 scale model of a car, the learner will
Jetermine the length of the actual car.

2) Given a 5: I enlargement of a small beetle, the ;earner
wi11 determine the width of the beetle's body.

If 41 giraffe is 14' high, find an appropriate scale for repre-
senting the giraffe on an 81/2" by 11" piece of paper.

1) Trout Lake is in section Locate Trout Lake.
2) Find Marquette on the Michigan map.
3) Locate Woodward Avenue on the Detroit City map.

I ) Fin.1 the straight-line distance betwcen Port Huron and
Kalamazoo (given a Michigan map).

2) Find the distance (straight.line) between the Hilton
Hotel and Tiger Stadium (given a Detroit map).

Square root table
Conversion tables
Frequency tables
Sales tax table
Auto parts cost list (etc.)
1) Find the square root of 47.
2) How many inche arc there in a centimeter?
3) What is the sales tax on a purchase of $4,58?
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K3 MEASUREMENT I Geometric B. Area

PERORSIANCE OILIECI WU.,

COMPARISON

I. Given a region, the student will approximate the area
by covering the region with units of area.

2. Given a supply of square foot cutouts and a region, the
learner will find the number of units it takes to cover
the region by covering it.

EXAMPLES ANI) COMMEN:S

Measure a portion of the floor using sheets of different
teetangular shapes or tiles.

Tiles. pieces of cardboard or plywood can be used as cutouts

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

3. Given a supply of square inch cutouts and a region, the
learner will find the number of units it takes to cover
the region by covering it.

4. Given an arbttrar) unit, the learner will approximate
the area of a region in terms of the unit.

5. Given a region located on a piece of graph paper or
some other grid, the learner will find the area by count-
ing the number of square units.

6. Given one cutout of standard units, the learner will
find a given area by counting the number of units.

ESTIMATION OF AREAS

7. Given a specific region, the learner will approximate
the area of the region by placing a grid over the region
and counting the square units.

8. Given a polygon, the learner will estimate its area in
square units.

76

Blocks or plastic inch squares can be used instead of cut-
outs.

Use lima beans, kidney beans, oak leases, triangles. and so
on.

square inch
square foot
square yard

square centimeter
square meter

A plastic sheet containing a grid would work

4

OO

OOOOO

Techniques to name area

Subdivide figure into triangles. squares, and rectangles and
add each area to name total arca. Enclose given figure in
a rectangle and subtract areas of superfluous figures.

Area of a right triangle is half the area of a rectangle (the
hypotenuse is the diagonal of the rectangle).



I Geometric B. Area MEASUREMENT 4-6

PERPORMANt t' DIDEC WES

CONVERSION BETWEEN AREA MEASURES

9. Given physical models of a square yard and a square
foot marked off in inches, the learner will demonstrate
that I square foot == 144 square inches and I square
yard... 9 square feet.

COMPUTATIONS OF AREAS

10. Given a physical model of a rectangle consisting of
square units, the learner will describe the relationship
between counting the square units and multiplying
"length" times "width".

EXAMPLES AND COMMIN

Possible Student Responses:

5' -1. 5 + 5 .1- 5 =t 20

number of square
units 20

or: 4 rows of 5 20
or: 5 columns of 4 20
or: 4, 8. 12, 16, 20 (skip counting)
or: 5, 10. 15, 20 (skip counting)

4-6
BENCH MARK --

7-9

II. Given a rectangle, (formula to be known), the learner
will measure to the nearest whole unit and use the for-
mula to find its area.

12. Given a triangle, (formula to be supplied), the learner
will measure it to the nearest unit and find its area.

13. Given a box, the learner will find its surface area.

CIRCLES

14 Given a circle, the learner will approximate its area by
covering the region with a grid.

EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

Use inner arca (all squares inside): outer area (all squares
inside or cut by ;he curve).

Compare the approximate area inside
the circle to the area of the entire
square. Count the squares.
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MEASUREMENT 7-9 1 Geometric B. Area

PERFORMANCE (MCC I IVIES

15. Given: a) a circle

b) its center

c) the formula: A IT R X R or
A .Ti-

the learner will measure the radius to the nearest whole
d) value for -TT 3,14 "' or Tr - 3-1/7

unit and find the area.

WORD PROBLEMS

16. Given word problems involving areas of rectangles
(square included), triangles, and circles add the for-
mulas for the triangle and circle (also the value of TV ) ,
the learner will solve them.

78
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I Geometric C. Volume MEASUREMENT IC3

PERPORNIANCP OW EC I I VI'S EXANIPLES AND COMM P.:`4 IS

MEANING OF VOLUME

. Given two different sized boxes and a set of nun- stand-
ard units (blocks, heads, and so.on), the learner will
experimentally determine which box holds more.

2. Given a three-dimensional container and some sand,
peas, beans, or water, the .learner will use the media to
demonstrate volume as the amount it takes to fill the
container.

3. Given a supply of euoical blocks, the learner will "build"
a rectangular solid figure.

COMPARISON OF RECTANGULAR CONTAINERS WITH
VOLUME UNITS

4. Given a box filled with cubic units, the learner will
determine by counting the number of cubic units used.

5. Given a box and a supply of cubical blocks, the learner
will determine the volume of the box in terms of the
blocks.

L'sc blocks and rhombus shaped A-blocks in Attribute
games. Pieces of 2">z; 4" x 4" or I" X 2" X 2".

Ilalf-gallon milk carton or shoe box.

Use inch blocks.

A box similar to a sho box filled with cubic units.

K-3
BENCH MARK

4-6

COMPARISON OF VOLUMES

6. Given two or more containers, a cup, and sand or
water, the learner will determine the volumes in terms
of cups and compare them.

7. Given a drawing of a rectangular solid divided into
units (dimensions less than or equal to 5 units), the
learner will name the number of units in it.

ESTIMATION

8. Given a box and a supply of cubic units which will not
fill the box, the learner will:
a) Estimate the volume
b) Test, by using the cubic units, the correctness of the

estimate of the volume.

0
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7-9 MEASUREMENT I Geometric C. Volume

4-6
BENCH MARK

7-9

PERFORMANCE OW LC I IVits

COMPUTATION OF VOLUME

9. Given a solid marked off in cubic units or a drawing
marked off in cubic units, the learner will describe the
relationship between counting the units in a model or
drawing and multiplying the "length" times "width"
times "height".

10. Given a rectangular box and the formula for the volume
of a rectangular box, the learner will measure the box
to the nearest inch and will use the formula to compute
the volume.

WORD PROBLEMS

11. Given the formulas and simple word problems involving
rectangular boxes, the learner will solve the problems.

80

EXAMPLES AND COMMEN.I S

Use the dimensions of the classroom in feet and yards; the
dimension% of a textbook in inches.



I Geometric D. Angie MEASUREMENT 4-6

PERFOR \ IANCI. 011.11!( I !VI%

COMPARISON OF ANGLES WITH UNIT ANGLES

I. Given a unit angle (a wedge) and a drawing of an
angle between 10 and 180 , the learner will approxi-
mate the measures of the given angle in terms of the
unit angle.

PXAMPLES AND ( ONIMEN IS

Use wedges of 10' or 15' for the unit and angles of various
sires.

4-6
BENCH MARK

7-9

USE OF THE PROTRACTOR

2. Given the degree as the standard unit angle, and a pro-
tractor marked off in degrees, the learner will read
specific points on the protractor.

3 Given a protractor marked off in degcecs and a drawing
of an angle between 0 and 180 , the learner will write
the measure of the given angle accurate to within five
degrees.

4 Given a protractor marked off in degrees and the mea-
sure of an angle between 0' and 180", the learner will
draw the angle accurate to within five degrees.

"4

For the measurement of angles and drawing angles, it Is

st ggested that they be angles oli the 5° and 10° marks
with some between 0° and 90° and some between 90' and
180°.

Direk.tions to learner. "Draw an angle of 72°."
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K3 MEASUREMENT IA Non-Geometric A. Time

PERFORMANCE 01111:e VW(

CALENDAR

1. The learner will name orally the Jays of the week.

2. The learner will name orally the months of the year.

CLOCK

3. Given a clock face, the learner will write numerals to
12 in the correct places on the clock face.

4. Given a clock face, the learner will point to midnight
(or noon).

5. Given a clock face with only an hour hand, the learner
will state orally the time to the nearest indicated hour.

6. Given the reading o'clock" and a clock face with
only an hour hand, the learner will move the hand to
the appropriate time.

7. The learner will state orally the number of hours in a
day.

liXAMPLES AND ( OMNI I:N I S

Use a Lalendar. st.hool Acek, and the learner's perNonal
experience.

1,',c Lalendar. st.liool year, and the learner's personal
experience.

Write '9' in the Lorrect place in the
clock face.

The hour hand i% pointing to
o'clock.

Move the hour hand to 6 o'clock.

K-3
BENCH MARK --

4-6

8. Given a clock or a picture of a clock, the icarner will
tell time orally in whole hour. half hour. quarter hour,
and minute intervals.

9. The learner will state orally the number of minutes in
an hour.

82

'I'dt the time shown on the clock.



i

11 Non-Geometric A. Time MEASUREMENT 4-6

PERI:OR:AA:NCI. OILItirrIVIiS

NOTATION

10. Given a clock face with hands on it. the learner will
write the dint: in time notation.

11. The learner will use A.M. and P.M. notation in writing
time.

EXAMPLI:ti ANI) CONINICNIS

Write the time shown on the clock.

I Mee kali.. after midnight is what time?

4-6
BENCH MARK

7-9

CONVERSION

P. Given a unit of time, the learner will convert to another
indicated unit (hours, minutes. seconds. days. weeks%
months, years).

COMPUTATION

13. Given two times to the nearest half hour. the learner
will find the time interval.

I how 60 minutes
I week 7 days

and other reasonable conversions.

llom: mar* hours between 10 A,M. and 2 30 1).\1,?

I
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K-3 MEASUREMENT II Non-Geometric B. Money

pi Itl (qt 51A' (I ouji(

VALUE

I. Given five different U.S. coins, the learner can order
them, or any subset of them, from least to most (in
value) or most to least (in value).

2. Gken an lXid number of 3 or more yuatteN, the learner
will serbally indicate that the sum is closest to a given
dollar.

3 Given iliac to file different amounts of money all less
than or equal to $5.00, the learner will indicate verbally
the greatest and the least.

PXAMPLI:S AN') ( (151:%11.N I s

Plamoney may be used,

.\Lt.cptable rtspunse. 7 gutters Is nearest to 2 dollars.

(.1i%en 73+, 51,73, 51.130. 52.93 and 54.53, state verbally the
greatest amount.

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

RECOGNIZE DENOMINATIONS

4. Given any of the following U.S. coins: penny; nickel;
dime; quarter; half-dollar: dollar; the learner will name
them and compare as requested.

5. Given real money, pictures of money or play money less
than or equal to S20. the learner will write the given
money value using symbols with dollar sign and decimal.

MAKE CHANGE

6. Given a total pdraase salu. less than $20. the leaincr
will count out the change starting with the purchase
value,

SOLVE PROBLEMS

7, Given two money values, the learner will add or sub-
tract using dollar and cents notation with or without
the use of aids.

S. Given two money values, the learner will approximate
the sum or difference to the nearest dollar or ten cents.

9. Given Neln.11 problems consisting of 01 two Opel
lions involving money values less than or equal to $20,
the learner will solve the problems.

84

Respeases:
I nickel 5 pennies
I dime 10 pennies
I quarter 25 pennies
I half.dollar 50 pennies

5 dimes
I() nickels
2 quarters

I dollar 100 pennies
10 dimes
20 nickels
4 quarters

ItioLL n bought tennis shots for $11,95, With the tax
the total bill was S12.43 Ile paid with a 520 bill. What
change did he gel?

S4 IS
2.23
--

S6 38

Suggested aid -play money

$1.21 is approximately $1.20
S 27 is approximately $ .30

Therefore, the sum is approximately 51.50.

Unc p piul.lem On plash, tate tar Lost 5.75. how
much LLotdd three cost?

L..o step pioblem. One pencil cost $.05. If a stOcnt
bought si \ pencils, how much change would he receive
flom a SI bill"



II Non-Genmetric B. Money MEASUREMENT 7-9

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

MiRFORNIANCli OW l'C I IVES

MAKE CHANGE

10. Given a list of items with their price, the learner will
select those items he could buy with a certain amount
of money.

I I. Given an expressed amount of money, the learner will
multiply or divide the given amount by a positive
integer.

12. Given $1(X) and purchases totaling $100 or less, the
learner will make change for the $ 1(X).

I;XANIPIXS AND ( OMMIIN Is

Ploside a cat,dog: auto pthis list, ncv.spaper. or otlicr source
of items,

$3.50 $6.42 : 2 $3.21
>, 2

$7.00
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K-3 MEASUREMENT II Non-Geometric C. Temperature

Ilittl:0101ANCE 011JEC I IVIES

READING A SCALE

I. Given a Fahrenheit or centigrade thermometer, the

learner will read and record temperature to the nearest
degree.

2. Given a Fahrenheit or centigrade thermometer, the
learner will indicate verbally whether the temperature
is:

a) above: freezing, zero, I(X)
b) below: boiling, zero, 1(X)
c) between: combinations of two of these.

liXAMPLES AND COMMliti IS

30

25

20
15

10

5

0

20

15

10

5

0

State the temperature reading
on this thermometer.

Is the temperature reading on the
thermometer above freezing?
zero? 100'?

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

READING A SCALE

3. Given a Fahrenheit or Lentigrade thermometer the
learner will read and record temperatures to the nearest
degree, using degree ( ) symbol.

READING A TABLE OR GRAPH

4. Given a table or a graph with the high and !ow temp-
eratures expressed in Fahrenheit for each day of the
week, the learner will identify the days with the lowest
and highest temperatures and will state what the tem-
peratures were.

I testing and boiling points should be discussed.

Day high Low
S

---.----43 18°
M 48' 13*
'1 39° 10*
W 47* 25°
Th 51° 29"
1: 45° 24°
S 46° 22°

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9
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II Non-Geometric C. Temperature

1

MEASUREMENT 7-9

PERFORMANCE 0ILIEC I IVES

CONVERSION

5. Given a nomograph consisting of Fahrenheit and centi-
grade scales, the learner will convert Fahrenheit temp-
eratures to centigrade and conversely.

I

EXAMPLES AND COMNIEN'IS

The nomograph will wnsist of the tsso temperature scales,
properly lined up side by side.

°C

20°

°C

100

0

212

32

°F

68°F

°F

USC a string to assist in
reading across the two
scales.
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K-3 MEASUREMENT II Non - Geometric D. Weight

P FOR SI A NC Ft 0 10 Erir IVLS

BALANCE

I. Given two objects of different weights and a balance,
the learner will name the heavier (lighter) object on
request.

2. Given an object, a non-standard unit and a balance, the
learner will indicate the object's weight to the nearest
unit.

1:XAMPI 1:ti AND COMMEN1S

Use a balan-e or snake a balance with I ruler and fulcrum.

Nktal svashc.rs of the same NIA: may be used as a non-
standard unit.

K-3
BENCH MARK - --

4-6

3. Given ,t deviLL for measuring weight, the learner will
find the weight of an object.

4. Given a balance or scale, a standard metric unit, a
standard English unit, and an object, the learner will
indicate in writing the weight of the object using each
unit.

CONVERSION

S. Given a weight in pounds, the learner will convert
pounds to ounces.

Devices foe me,uring weight may include a bathroom scale.
a doctor's scale, a pan balance. and a spring balance.

Use .: pan balance and weights.

3 pounds
21/2 pounds

? ounces
? ounces

4-6
BENCH MARK

7-9

6. Given a table of equivalent weights, the learner will
convert from one unit to another within the same system.

SOLVE PROBLEMS

7. Given a measurement involving two units in the same
system, the learner will multiply the measurement by a
positive whole number and regroup as necessary.

8. Given an addition or subtraction problem involving
weights with regrouping of units, the learner will write
the sum or difference in simplest form. The learner
may use a table to convert.

9. Given a word problem involving standard units of
weight measure, the learner will find the solution. using
a table of equivalent weight ii necessary.

88

onset within the English system or within the metric
system. not between the two systems.

2 lb 6 or. 3

6 lb. 18 oz.
7 lb. 2 oz.

3 It). 12 oz.
+ 4 lb. 10 oz.

7 lb 22 or. 8 lb. 6 oz.

6 Isgm.
300 gm.

c kgm. 704) gin.

If a road has weight restrictions on it of 10,000 pounds
during the spring thaw, how many tons are allowed on this
road?



II Non-Geometric E. Liquid

I ! I

MEASUREMENT K3

PI RI:ORM/04T 01U [WTI VI,S

UNIT

I. Given five containers, water, and a one Cup unit, the
learner will determine experimentally the capacity of
each container to the nearest Cup.

2. Given standard liquid measures, the learner will deter-
mine experimentally the number of cups in a pint.

Ex A m puis AND cowl ENis

UM: different sired containers.

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

CONVERSION

3. The learner will state the number of pints in a quart,
quarts in a gallon, ounces in a cup, upon request.

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

4. Given a liquid measure and a table of equivalent meas-
ures, the learner will convert to an indicated equivalent
measure.

PROBLEMS

5. Given addition, subtraction and multiplication problems
involving regrouping of liquid units, the learner will
compute the answer in the simplest form.

6. Given a word problem involving liquid units of measure,
the learner will solve the problem,

3 gal. ..._ pts.
2 qt.. cups

3 gal. 2 qt. 2 gal. 3 qt
5 gal. I qt. 2 gal. 3 qt. ---, _
4 x 325 cc. I. Cc.

See the parallel problems under weight.

1%10 of fisc jars hold one and a half quarts of liquid Now
many gallons do these five jars hold together?
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GEOMETRY

Every child lives in a world of relative place and shape. From this geometry
should arise. The geometric form of physical objectives and the relative location
of objects are the essence of intuitive geometry. From the first day in school
children should have the opportunity to handle and contemplate geometric forms,
discuss their properties and be encouraged to generalize their findings. Abstrac-
tions such as point, line. plane and space will become meaningful only after many
experiences with objects providing models for the concepts. Consequently,
emphasis is on student contact with geometric shapes and relations.

The objectives included here are those which are not associated with measure-
ment. Metric objectives appear in the Geometric strand under Measurement.

There are many experiences which are excellent for motivational and back-
ground purposes that are deleted here because of the minimal nature of these
objectives.
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I Identification A. Shapes GEOMETRY K-3

mayoRstANcit oitncrivrs

SHAPES

I. Given models of circular, square, rectangular and tri-
angular regions, the learner will identify and name each
model.

2. Given an assortment of cutout shapes including squares,
triangles, rectangles and circles of various sizes ran-
domly arranged, the learner will select a given shape
as requested.

3. Given pictures of various shapes, the learner will identify
circles, triangles. squares and rectangles as requested.

EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

Put mudels on a desk and have the stuthnt name each Use
paper or flannel cutouts. Find objects in the classroom that
will serve as models. Use a set of tangrams with the square.
rectangle, and triangle shapes serving as models.

The student will pick up the designated objects from a set
of assorted cutouts.

>ANN°
DA0(a ) Draw an X on the circle.

(b ) Mark the larger rectangle.

(c ) Draw an X on the triangle.

BENCH MARK
K-3

4-6

4. Given a set of quadrilaterals, the learner will identify
and name a parallelogram, a square, and a rectangle.

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

5. Given a square, a rectangle, a parallelogram and a tri-
angle, the learner will describe the properties of each.

6. Given a circle and its related parts, the learner will
identify the center, radius, diameter, semicircle and cir-
cumference.

7. Given models of cubes, prisms, spheres, cylinders, cones
and pyramids, the learner will identify and name each.

I our congruent sides, four right angles, opposite sides
parallel.

Opposite sides congruent, opposite sides parallel, four con.
gruent (right) angles.

Opposite sides parallel, opposite sides congruent (opposite
angles congruent).

Closed figure. three sides,

I he !Caner should pick up Objects from an assortment and
name theta.
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4-6 GEOMETRY I Identification B. Points and Lines

PERFORMANCI; OILIFXTIVES

POINTS AND LINES

1. Given models of broken lines. curved lines, and straight
line segments, the learner will identify and name each.

2. Given models of points. lines. line segments. and rays.
the learner will identify and name each.

3. Given models of lines or line segments, some of which
are parallel, intersecting and perpendicular, the learner
will identify and name each.

4. Given a simple closed curve, the learner will identify
the exterior and the interior regions.

5. Given the description of a plane, and a part of a plan;
the learner will identify surfaces which represent a
plane or part of a plane.

NO 7-9 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

92

EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

Use pipe cleaner models.
Use a clothes line or sash cord to represent a straight or a
curved line.

Could also use jump rope.
Design string pictures with yarn and glue.

1 o illustrate a line. use string that has been rolled into
balk from each end,

A flashlight or a ray of sunlight can illustrate a ray.

tao
Use clothespins on a clothes line as :t model of points.

Fold 11 paper twice so that the creases intersect. The inter.
section of the creases is a point. The Big Dipper or other
star clusters will also illustrate points.

Cite examples from the classroom.
Have students suggest examples:

Parailelrailroad tracks, opposite edges of table, desk,
sheet of paper.

Perpendicular corner of desk, sheet of paper.

Circle examples of intersecting lines:

( olor the interior of a given simple closed curve red and
the exterior blue.

1\
SHADE

SHADE

Name ob)ects in the aissrmmt sk,htit represent .1 part of a
plane or plane such .15 floors. sheets of paper. blackboards,
etc.



I identification C. Congruence GEOMETRY 7.9

PERPORMANCE OBJECTIVPS I EXAMPLES AND COMMEN1S

CONGRUENCE

1. Given pairs of congruent and non-congruent line seg-
ments or angles. the learner will be able to identify
them as congruent or not congruent.

Student selevt, pair. by makhing figures in some manner
(trace and overlay. cutout... measure).

2. Glen pairs of congruent and non-congruent triangles Math 4Anigntent vutouts or trate and overlay
or polygons. the learner will identify them as congruent
or not congruent.
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4-6 GEOMETRY

r II

1 Identification D. Symmetry

PPKI,(110.SANCI. OMR I1VPS

SYMMETRY

I. Given a description of symmetry. the learner will
identify examples of symmetry in nature and indicate
the point and line symmetries in each example.

EXAMPI.P.S AND COMMES1S

students bring in leases. or pit.tures of butterflies.
spiderwebs. snowflakes, etc when appropriate. Fold over
a sugar maple leaf or a picture of a butterfly.

4-6
BENCH MARK

7-9

2. Given a variety of symmetrical plane figure, the learner
will ident;fy Imes and points of symmetry in each figure.

94

I i

!slake some ink blobs on a paper and fold it over or fold
paper and make cutouts Investigate lines of symmetry by
using mirror cards.

Fold paper representations of symmetr;cal objects along their
axes of symmetry.

A 11 W YCD



li Construction GEOMETRY 4-6

r-

Pt R1 I (HU I IVFA

CONSTRUCTION

I. Given several lengths of string, the learner will construct
open and closed curves.

Given two (2) points On a piece of paper and a straight
edge, the learner will construct a straight line through
the points.

3. Given a line segment, the learner will use paper folding
to find the midpoint of the line segment.

4. Glen a straight edge, the learner will draw a right
angle.

5. Given a string and pencil, or a compass). the learner
will construct a circle.

IXAMPI ANI) C()NINIEN I S

Geoboard Geoboard String

T

0
f 41,

t

olding a piece of string may also he used to exhibit the
midpoint of the segment. Identify the bisector of the line
segment as a point.

.'.mother method_ Fold pwce of paper. then fold it once
again so that the creasei coincide.

Oi use a string awl chalk and make the circh: on the ch..1k
board.

13F.NCII MARK

6. Given a model of the intersection of a line and plane, the
learner will identify the intersection as a point.

7. Given a model of the intersection of two planes, the
learner will identify the intersection as a !inc.

8. Given a model of non-intersecting planes, the learner
will identify them as parallel planes.

4-6

7-9

Anow In a target.

Inicrsection of the walls in the classroom.

%able top and floor.
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I 1 I

ALGEBRA

Work with equations and inequalities enables learners to apply formulas and
solve problems. Facility with formulas is a skill useful in many job class;fications
and occasionally important in everyday life. Preparation and interpretation of
graphs is another skill, associated with algebra, which frequently is useful to
everyone

The major thrust of these objectives is the development of skills in using
equations and graphs. They arc objectives which are generally present in that
portion of algebra included in K-8 mathematics. They are not intended to be a
set of objectives for a first-year course in algebra.

I

. . ...
I

- ..



ALGEBRA K-3

R OR'sIAN( I. MM.( MVPS

EQUATIONS

I. Given a statement of equality involving addition or sub-
traction facts and a place - holder for the sum or dif-
ference. the learner will supply the stun or diffelence.

3

2

IS AND (OMSIINIS

K-3
131iNCH MARK - ----

4-6

2. Given a statement of equality involving addition. sub-
;raction, or multiplication facts and containing it place-
holder or letter, the learner %%ill find the missing number,

3. Given two numerical phrast:s, the learner will compare
correctly the expressions by using or /.

SYMBOLS

4. Given a pair of whole numbers or number phrases less
than l(XX), the learner will supply the appropriate sym-
bol of equality or inequality, or or >.

EQUATIONS

5. Given an equation involving one or zero, the learner
will complete the sentence.

1. 5 T 0 7 8, 8 f 7 n

6 8 9, 6 n I ;

M. n 33 7 1 10

4 0 6 2 11. n 9 7

5. 5 4 12. 5 n 1

6 c 0 2s 13 n 8

7 0 1
12 14. 5n 20

5 I 9 14

5 3 ) 16

8 7 2 x 3

I. 3 ) 4

2. 6 2 () 3

1. 5 t 7 C) 12

4, 8 i 3 7 1. 5

5. 517 0 240

I. 5 . 0 4. 8 x s

2. 7 0 5. 6 .1 0

3. 7 x 1 6. 7 4- 7
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4-6 ALGEBRA

PERFORMANCE 011.1helIVES

EQUATIONS

6. Given a number sentence. the learner will indicate
whether the sentence is true or false.

7. Given numerical statements involving the distributive
property and a placeholder. the learner will insert the
missing value.

FUNCTION

8. Given a whole number input and a rule. the learner will
name the output.

9. Given a table of whole number inputs and outputs
related by a single operation, the learner will state the
rule.

FUNCTION

10. Given a verbal exercise involving a number in a single
operation, the learner will write a related algebraic
expression.

EXAMPLES AND COMMUNIS

? ?
I. 4 N 7 29 2. 3 I :2 15

5 X (10 3) 5 x 10 la 5 X Li
(10 4) X 6 ( ) x 6 4- 4 x 6

( ) X 10 ( ) X 6 3 X (10 + 6)

Meaux's. Function machine
Tablo.

Examples:

I) Input 6, Rule Add 2.
2) Input 9, Rule Subtract 3.
3) Input 5, Rule Multiply by 6.

Function machine.

Input Output

3 6
4 7

0 3

8 I I

1. A number added to 4. (n + 4)
2. Apples cost a nickel each. How much will n apples

cost? (5n)

BENCH MARK
4-6

7-9

EQUATIONS

11. Given an equation involving addition. subtraction, multi-
plication. or division of whole numbers and involving a
vaiable, the learner will find the value of the variable.

98

Nleamds:
I. Trial and error

2 Intuition
3. Number facts
4. lip.erse operations

Examples

1. 8 : 4 n 7. 6 I, n 11

2, 24 ; n 6 8. n 3 10

3. n : 8 9 9. ii -- 9 7

x 10, S -- n 3
4. 6 I I. n - 8 4

3

12. 5n 20
5. 18 ; x 3

6, 8 1 7 n



ALGEBRA 7-9

PERI:ORM/Vs:CP 01411:(2 I IVRS V.XAMPI 1:5 AND COMMItN IS

P. Given an equation and a possible solution, the learner
will determine if the solution is correct by substitution.

( heeling is important.

i. 4s 1 8 12

x I

Ck. 4(1) -1, 8 12

12 12

2. 3y 6 9

y 4

Ck. 3(4) 6 9
12 6 9
6 9

True False

EQUATIONS

13. Given a linear equation of the form ax -+ b -. c. Methods:

where a, b, c, and x are whole numbers, and the I. Trial and error
2. Balance beamsolution is a whole number, the learner win be able to 3. Axioms of equality may be used.

find the solution. 4. The learner may use the "coverw" technique.

Pxamples:
I. 4x 1. 8 12
2. 3y 6 9
3. I In F 10 21
4. 16 5a I

14. Given a linear equation and its solution, the learner v ill I A pu,iequisite shill is the plotting of numb.is on a num
represent the solution on a number line. her line,

I; xamplcs

1. 2x 4

x 2

xt 9 17 I ;II I till i 1 P-
2. x 8 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

INEQUALITIES

I5. Given an inequality of the form x , a or x > a, the I.vainples:

learner will find numbers that make the inequality true
1. x < 3

and graph the numbers on the number line. ID

; t 4- +4 i ; 1 t

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

INEQUALITIES

16. Given a linear inequality of the form ax b or ax > b,
where a and b are whole numbers, and b is a multiple
of a. the learncr will solve the inequality.

2. X < 1
---4 ----t----;- .1 -- -; -4

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Methods:

I 1 nal and error
2. The balance beam is a good teaching aid.

Remarks, The solution set will be a continuous set (i.e., a
set of real numbers).

Pxampies:

1. 2 4

2. 4 12

EXPONENTS

17. An expression of the form, r", r is a whole number and I. 2' 2

n is 2, 3, or d, the learner will write r" as r, r. r...r (n
2. 5' 9

factors).

, 2 '.. 2

3. 6 18

4. 10 10
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18, Given an expression of the form r r r 'r, four
factors or less with a whole number base, the learner
will write the product in the form r".

EXPONENTS

19. Given an expression of the form r", r is a variable and
n, is 2, 3, or 4, the learner will write r" as r r
r r (n factors).

90. Given an expression of the form r r r r, four
factors or less, with the base a variable, the learner will
write the product in the form r".

21. Given an expression of the form nil a, where the
exponent will be 2, 3 or 4 and n is a whole number
less than I I , the learner will supply the missing ex-
ponent.

FUNCTION

22. Given a formula relating two quantities, the learner will
make a table and describe how changing one quantity
affects the other.

EQUATIONS

23, Given a statement about number which can be expressed
as an algebraic sentence, involving a single operation
on whole numbers, the learner will write the equation.

24, Given a common algebraic expression representing
area, volume, etc., of degree 2 and the value for
each of the variables, the learner will evaluate the
expression.

100

I SAMPI AND CON/MI:NIS

I 10 1 10

2 I 1 1

I, x'

2. y'

9

x x x

answer

YYY'Y
answer

I. x xx x ? x'

2. r r r r'

I. 2°

2. 3°

Given: Result:

11 20 Lw
L

1 20

10

5

4

10
20

Given: Result:

x 3y + 2

5

8

11

14 4

las

As L increases
w increases.

As x increases
y increases.

()ken. I v.ik.e. a number added to 6 is equal to 12.

Result; 2 n 1. 6 12

I. LW I. 5 W 3

2. 2 ir r Ts 3,14 r - 4

3.trrr tr 3,14 r 2
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PERFORMANCE ow ncriviis EXAMPLES AND C. ONINIEN IS

25. Given a formula and values for all the variables except
one, the learner will find the missing value provided
that the given values and solution are whole numbers.

SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOT

26. Given a whole number less than or equal to 100. the
learner will tell whether the given number is or is not
a perfect square and give the square root of the per-
fect square.

27. Given a square root table, the learner will be able to
find the square root of a specified whole number 100.

GRAPHING

28. Given an ordered pair of integers and a coordinate grid
with axes indicated, the learner will plot the point rep-
resented by the ordered pair.

2(9. Given one coordinate of a i)oint and it graph of the
point, the learner will supply the missing coordinate.

I. d rt
2. MI I
3. a LW

p 21, 2W

I. Is 98 a perfect square?
2 Find the square root of 16 if it is a perfect ,quire.
3. l'rtal and error 'is an acceptable method.

Remark. Us,:. of tables k included in the measurement
strand

Example. Find the square root of 38 correct to the nearest
tenth.

L.eful acli me. includ(. the geoboaid. graphing piLtures,
the 11;ittleship game, and Tic-Tic-Toe.

Examples:
I. (3. 8)
2. 10. 5)
3. 13. 7)
4. 1 -4.--6)

I and the missing Loordinates on the graphs beloNk.

1111i Ili n1111111!
2g:7,1 i I I-:,-

.

:111 i 9:-T, i ;I-
il, . ., ....
1 ?,

i

i ti.
. 1.

1.1 S.- ........ ..
AA Ali

...a

1°':iA 1
. +_.lI T

....pt.

i
li

.1
ii:1 ; :-rt;it

)
; C: ; ; , .

i

* ' .i70

10
:

fifl

ni

A

s

11
10!

sp.**.

,

A

'.I'!T. '

A 1

A A
1

AA.

Aisil

1;11'
!II

I

i

t

,

1 1..1111A AA1

r.tit:11
A 111

I

C
4.4

ss.!

1204 A
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GRAPHING

30. Given a table of values representing a linear relation.
the learner will graph the straight line.

31. Given the gtaph of two lines whidi interset.t. the learner
will give the coordinates of the point of intersection if
the coordinates are integers.

102

PXAMPI 1"; AND COMNIPN I S

Remark:
Three points are sufficient for the pap'',

Examples:

Plot the points in the table and the straight line determined
by the points.

Y I 4 1 7 1 10 1

I

13 116 1

I

19 1 22

x1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1

yl 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 1-1 I-2 1.--T

Physi:al Example: time versus distance.

ti.tine the point of intersetion of ale two lines.

10

1-1

' ; :/:
re

1



PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
Chance and uncertainty are a part of everyone's life. Frequently, probability and

statistics utilize numbers to describe that chance and uncertainty. Probabilistic
statements appear regularly in the news, and information is frequently presented
with the assumption that common statistical terms are understood.

Grasp of the concepts included in these objectives is greatly strengthened if the
concepts are taught experimentally with the learner actively involved in rolling dice,
counting outcomes, collecting and organizing data. making graphs and other similar
activities.

103
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K-3 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

P 19t I OR NI ANC!: 0111 II. I IV I.1

TALLYING

I. Given data to record, the learner ss Ill use tally marks
in recording the data.

MAKING TABLES

2. Given a set of data, consisting of number pairs. the
learner will make a simple table.

3. Using infUrmation describing a familiar situation, the
learner will use unit markers to assemble a bar graph
unit by unit.

4. Given a set of strips of paper of various lengths, the
learner will match them with objects, and use the strips
to form a bar graph.

5. Given a sequentially numbered set of points, the learner
will be able to connect them is order.

liXAMPLI:ti AND COMMIN'Iti

t a) Recording the numbet of students v.ho !isc brought
lunch money.

(b) Recording the number of walkers and the number of
bits riders in the classroom.

(c1 Keeping track of the number of birds seen on a nature
walk.

Note. It is highly desirable that stit.lents l.o Ilect their own
data.

(a) Attendance by date
September

1-26
2-3
3-294

(b ) Time-temperature table.

Time 8:00 9:00 10:00

Temp 48° 52°

(c) Input-output table.

(al A loss plak.es, on a Lhart, one by onc., a sticker after
the month in which they were born.

J 0 0 0
17

M

A

(b) Type of pets students have.

(c) Number of robins seen by day of the week.

(a) Heights of students.

0 Lengths of feet.

l)ot.to -dot puzzles.

K-3
BENCH MARK -

4-6

6. Given a set of data, the learner will tabulate it and
organize it in a frequency table.

GRAPHS

7. Given a set of objects of various lengths and a measur-
ing instrument, the learner will measure the objects and
use these measurements to make a bar graph.

( a )
(b)
(c
(d)

(a)
01

'I abulating and recording test score ..
Weights of students in a school.
Student ages by months.
Makes of cars in the parking lot.

Measure a se! of sticks.
Measure the lengths of shoes in the class
Measuring instruments: ruler. meter stick. etc.
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PlAtFORMANCI, 01111( 11V1.1

8. Given data to be graphed, the leainer will choose an
appropriate scale for the space provided.

9. Given a coordinate system using whole numbers and,'or
letters and given 3 pairs of coordinates. the learner will
locate the points.

10, Given points plotted on a coordinate grid. the learner
will connect the points in a designated sequence.

IINANIPI I'S ANI: ( ONINIFN I S

Soitlotts should inaL a %alio% of bal graphs, boll, lwri
zontal and vertical.
Suggested data:

(a) Stopping distance of eats.
(b) Distance of planets from the sun.
(c) Speed of %chides,
Id) Numbet of hits by ball piayets,
(e) I" repiesenls 1'.
(1) I" represents 100 lb.
(g) I squaw on graph paper tepresents I" or I em.
!h I etc.

(a) points towns on maps
lb) netae.toe
It.) battleship

I .1 I ( )111let, ling dots to form moures,
(b) Connecting dots to form geometric figures.
(t) ()sing obtectte 9. the learner can construct his own

dot.todot or interpret a given dot.todot.

RENO I MARK

11. Gisela data, the learner will make bar graphs represent-
ing the data.

12. Given a bar graph, the learner w ill be able to Answer
questions comparing the data.

13. Given data, the learner will make line graphs represent-
ing the data.

14. Given a line graph. the learner will be able to answer
questions comparing data.

4-6

7-9

t a I NUL a bar graph ct)inparing the weights of Lommon
oars.

(b) Male a bar graph showing the stopping distances of a
ear at different speeds.

ia ) (list n suitable graphs. answer questions such is what
is the longest distance?

(b) What is the rainfall in Michigan?
tt,) What is the difference in weight between a black bear

and a grizzly hear?

4 24-hour (on the hour) temperatures,
(b) Interot related to fixed principal for different rates.
(e) Growth of an individualheight or weight compared

to ages.
Id I Change in weight over a week.
() Resale value over time (depreciation) of a ear
( f) Resale value over time of a guitar.

Cii%cn suitable graphs, answer questions such as,
(a) In which year did Al Kalinc hit the most home runs?
(b) Between which hours did the greatest temperature

drop occur?
(e) In which month did Bill earn the least money?
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PROBABILITY

15. Given a probabihstiL situation, the learner will know
that an event can be assigned a numerical probability
between 0 to 1, inclusive, and will indicate appropriate
probabilities for selected events.

16. Given a fair die, coin, or other suitable devices, the
learner will he able to determine the probability of
selected simple events.

17. Given an experiment in probability with all events

equally likely, the learner will find the probability of a
designated simple event.

18. Given an experiment in probability where all events sue
not equally likely, the learner will find the probability
of a designated cimple event.

19. Given the iesulis of an experiment performed a given
number of times, the learner will predict the number of
timcs a particular event will occur if the experiment is
performed many times.

106

i.XA1s1Pt.ES AND COM Ist EN I S

I he probability scale consists of a portion of a number
line, beginning with and terminating at I. In between, it
is helpful to sale it in tenths. I he learner (in indicate
mobabilities directly on the scale.

I f f

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .1 .8 .9 1

(a) The probability of getting neither a head nor a tail
when tossing a coin. P --0

(b) The probability of seeing a pterodactyl in the sky.
P

(c) The probability of obtaining a tail when a fair coin
is tossed. P

(1) The probability of obtaining a selected card from a

52eard deck. P
52

I a) The probability of getting .1 6 when tossing a die.

I'
6

01 The probability of a head when tossing a coin. 1' :.5
(e) The probability of a thumb tack landing point up.

d) The probability of drawing a "jack" from a 52card
deck.

(e ) The probability of drawing a "black queen" from a
52card deck.

(a) What are the changes that a 6 will he roiled on a die?
(b If there arc 32 people in ycar classroom and a name

is selected at random, what is the chance that it will
be your name?

(c) If there are 8 persons in each of 4 rows, what is the
pmbability that the name of a person in row 2 will
be drawn.

(a) i IlLre are three green marbles an,1 five blak marbles
in a jar. What is the probability of drawing a black
marble?

lb) A spinner is divided into 15 sections of equal size.
Five of these sections are rod, six are green and four
are blue. What is the probability that the spinner will
slop in a blue section?
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20. Given Event A. which 4.an happen in -a- ways and
Event 13. which can happen "V ways. the learner will
determine the number of possible combinations of A
and B, (a-b).

MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY

21. Given a set or up to 30 whole numbers, the learner will
find the mean (the average).

22. Given a set of up :o 30 whole number., the learner will
be able to find the median (middle score):

EXAMPLIiS AND COMMCN'IS

Sliould he prek.eded by Cartesian product in grades 4-6.

1.1) If a coin is tossed 2 times. how many possible out-
comes arc there?

Coin 1

H --
T

Coin 2H
T
H
T

(b) The local drive-in restaurant features 3 milk shakes
and 5 sandwiches. How many different snacks (con-
sisting of a milk shake and a sandwich) could the
drive-in serve?

(c) How many possible outcomes are there if a die is
thrown and a coin is flipped at the same time?

(d) A girl has 3 skirts and 4 blouses, how many possible
outfits does she have?

(a) 1:ind the mean (average) score of the quizzes in your
class.

lb) Find the average number of points scored by last
year's basketball team in each game. .

i al i Sidney Stryker went bowling scseral times last month.
Ile howled ten lines and his scores were 104, ISO,
153. 201. 164. !79. 141, 129. 207. Find the median
score. (153)

(b) Twelve people were checked to see the amount of
money they were carrying. The results were S5.63.
$7.89. $15.42. S5.81. $12.08, $21.93, $25.00. $11.11.
$3.92. 9.90. 13.58. Find the median amount. (SII.11).
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